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COMMENTS regarding applicants may be sent to —
Membership Chair Kay Nierengarten, 5654 Chalstrom Dr.,
Saginaw, MN 55779 — or emailed to:
kay@northwindcatalog.com

WELCOME NEW SUBSCRIBERS
WELCOME BACK: LAST ISSUE
Lynne Armstrong, Concord, California; Kenneth Carter,
Portland, Oregon; Stephanie Connerton, Mt. Airy, Maryland; Donna Lynn Evans, Torrington, Connecticutt; Shirley
Fremo, Moorhead, Minnesota; Priscilla Gabosch, Collingswood, New Jersey; Jill Hopfenbeck, Uxbridge, Massachusetts; Pirjo Muhonen, Helsinki, Finland; Debra Parravani,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; Rita VanHaeren, Tongeren, Belgium
TIME TO RENEW:
Gisela Burke, Nancy Crader, Patricia Edgington, Patricia
George, Susan Hendrickson, Ellen Kristensen, Geoffrey
Waddell
Dear Readers,
After a lot of help from David Howton I am finally able to
offer the option of Paypal payments for newsletter subscriptions and charges for advertising. To take advantage of using this way to transfer funds, all you need to do is go to the
AWC website http://www.americanwhippetclub.net/ You will
find the link to the newsletter information page on the left
hand side. Thank you David!! — Next weekend the Canadian National Specialty up across the border from here
should be great fun with a second specialty and a show and
go complete with coursing and conformation to round out
three days of competition and lots of visiting. Perfect summertime events. — Sad news... BIS SBIS Am. DC Can. Fin.
Nor. Swed. Ch. Sporting Field's Jazz Fest, SC, FCh, ROMX
died recently just shy of his 16th birthday. He was not only a
lovely balanced dog himself with great talent in the show
ring and on the coursing field, but also produced outstanding
children all over the world.

National Show Chair Cindy Scott

President’s Message

719-594-9974 brookwood22@comcast.net

Eastern Harriett Lee 434-295-4525
hnl4c@virginia.edu
Midwest Pat Richey 330-735-2486
sprichey@yahoo.com
North Central David Samuelson 651-454-4174
SamuelsonD@aol.com
South Central Nancy Billups 806-381-0601
cloudninewhippets@gmail.com
Southern David Howton 770-345-2120
DRWhippet@aol.com
Western Pam Magette, 562-598-8717
pmagette@solariswhippets.com
AWC SHOW CALENDAR
AWC 2011 National Specialty, 2/2/12—2/9/11
Lexington, Kentucky, Judge Harriett Nash Lee
(Winsmith) http://www.awc2011.com
South Central Regional Specialty July 3rd held
with the Oklahoma KC Cluster, Breed Michael
Dougherty, Sweeps Todd Miller (JOMYR). July 4,
Lone Star Whippet Club Support, Sweeps Denise
Travis, Breed Mrs. Jane Forsyth.
AWC Western Regional July 30, Lompoc, CA.
Breed Allan Pepper (Canada); Sweeps Floyd Gale
(Beach-brook Afghans) Weekend judges Mary Lou
Harris & Daniel Dowling. Bradshaw, Supt.
Midwest Regional Thursday, August 5, Judge
Reggie Nesbitt, Friday Connie Alexander, Saturday
Wendy Gay, Sunday Geir Flykt-Petersen. Sweepstakes Friday PM, Judge Crystal McNulty.
North Central Regional August 27, with St. Croix
Valley Combined Specialties and St. Croix Valley
Cluster, Lake Elmo, MN. Breed Lori Nelson
(Wildfire), Sweeps Jenny Boyd (Ableaim). AWC
Support Saturday, August 28, Sweeps Debbie Davenport, Breed Kathy Davenport (Kamada). Sunday
Breed judge Jamie Souza (Bartlett).
AWC Support 9/5/10 Amana, IA Sweeps Mrs. Pat
Hastings, Breed Dr. Dr. John Shelton; weekend
judges Barbara O’Neill, Jeffrey Pepper, Allan Pepper.
Southern Specialty Saturday, 10/23/10, Sweeps
Karen Roberson, Breed Madison Weeks; Friday,
Breed Luc Boileau. Sunday, Breed Patricia Murphy
OTHER WHIPPET EVENTS

Greater Twin City Whippet Club Support Duluth
KC, July 15-18, 2010; Thursday Breed Denny
Mounce; Friday Breed Everett Dean; Saturday,
Breed Barbara Alderman, Sweeps Mary Moran; Sunday, Breed William Bergum. Going Up North
Club, July 16-17, coursing judges Kathy Nelson,
Jeff Lipps & Kay Nierengarten.
W. Washington Whippet Ass’n Specialties Friday, Saturday, August 6 &7 Auburn, WA; 8/6
Sweeps Carla Badick, Breed Donna Lynch; 8/7
Sweeps Todd Miller, Breed Betty Stites. 8/8 same
grounds, W. WA Hound Ass’n, Breed Eric White
MAWA Specialty Thursday, October 21, Sweeps
Rachel Amado, Breed Dr. Robert Indeglia
Greater Chicago Whippet Club Specialty Saturday, November 27, Crete, IL. Breed Denise Tatro,
Puppy & Veteran Sweeps Gail Wegner.
GCWC Support Sunday, Breed Harold "Red" Tatro
(no sweeps). Superintendent Roy Jones. Show
Chairs Shelley Kruger & Lisa Costello.
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It’s June 14th. At 2:00 am this morning I got home after spending
time at the Saluki Club of America (SCOA) National held in Lexington, Kentucky. The SCOA National is held in Lexington every year during the first week
of June. It is their permanent site or at least it has been the site used for the
last 30 plus years. It is an outside show at the Kentucky Horse Park in June –
did I emphasize that enough? – it’s held outside annually in Kentucky during
the first week of June. This show, in my opinion, is absolutely one of the worst
shows ever put on which is a really sad comment since it is a National Specialty
(isn’t a National supposed to be the showcase for a breed held in the best conditions possible?). The ring was in a different location this year than the last
time I attended this show a couple of years ago (I know, you would have
thought I would have learned from my first experience but some of us need to
be hit with a baseball bat twice before it sinks in) so it was on a more level
field but that was the only improvement that I could see. Even though it was
level this year, the ring size was ridiculous (I heard both 75’x75’ and 100’x100’
for dimensions) because you practically needed binoculars to see the dogs if
they were on the opposite side of the ring. I exaggerate not - I have 20/20
vision so it’s not like I’m blind. We (my traveling companion and I) got there on
Wednesday evening (June 9th) so we missed the first two days of pouring rain
which turns the beautiful Kentucky Blue Grass field into a steam bath when the
rain stops and the sun comes out. The exhibitors in the Futurity and Sweeps
classes got to deal with this. Thursday and Friday were just hot and muggy
until a storm front moved in on Friday just as Reserve Winners Bitch was being
judged – I was racing to get our stuff to the van so it wouldn’t get drenched so
I never saw the class being judged. A friend’s canopy we were under blew into
the vendor’s setup behind us and a couple of others belonging to other people
were destroyed by the wind all while the judge was trying to pick his Reserve
placement. When we got up Saturday morning and it was raining again we
packed up and came home without staying to suffer the elements while watching Best of Breed. Oh, and I might also mention the SCOA annual meeting is
held under the tent ringside – again in the sweltering heat – and there is no
host hotel so everybody just stays wherever they will take dogs in hotels scattered all over the Lexington area.
What has any of this to do with the AWC you might ask. I just wanted
everyone to realize what spectacular events Cindy Scott and the local show
chairs produce every year in putting on the AWC National. As I said on my
FaceBook page, the difference between the SCOA National and the AWC National is like living on the streets (SCOA) and living in Beverly Hills (AWC).
Speaking of Beverly Hills, Jan Swayze Curry who is the local show
chair for the 2011 AWC National which will be held in Lexington next April (a
bit ironic after all of my blathering above), showed me through the host hotel
that we will be using. It is an amazing facility with a huge ballroom, wonderful
space for vendors, easy access from the parking lot, vast areas to walk dogs,
and a huge fenced dog park within walking distance. The rooms are large and
spacious and many are adjoining. The room rate, considering this is a Marriot
and the quality of the rooms, is a phenomenal rate. Jan has done some tremendous work with getting this National up and going and I highly commend
her for it.
Changing the subject, I will post the final suggested changes to the
By-Laws for comment on the AWC Members Only website as soon as the Board
has finalized them. For those that don’t have computer access they will also
appear in The Whippet News. Please remember that when making suggestions
regarding any changes to the By-Laws that they have to be in concert with the
laws of incorporation for the state of Delaware as well as AKC’s Rules and
Regulations.
Elsewhere in this issue of The Whippet News, you will find critiques
and reports from the April 2010 National.
In closing, and on a sad note for me, I had to say goodbye to one of
my cherished and treasured friends on May 19th. Rhapsody (Ch. Timbrel’s Music Of The Night) was just four days short of being 16 years and 8 months old.
I miss her terribly. Please give your four-legged babies – especially the old
ones – an extra hug and kiss in her memory for me tonight.
Until next time, take care and have fun with your Whippets.
Russell

American Whippet Club
Annual Membership Meeting
April 21, 2010

The annual meeting of the American Whippet Club was called to order by President Russell McFadden at 7:40PM on April 21, 2010 in
the main ballroom room at the Tucson InnSuites, Tucson, Arizona. 57
members established a quorum.
Pat Richey moved that the minutes from the last regular membership
meeting be approved as published. This was seconded by Donna
Richards and it passed.
President’s Report
Russell introduced the Board members.
Secretary’s Report
Under Committees
Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer David Samuelson reported that as of December 31, 2009
the AWC had a balance of $46,830.66 in the treasury. He handed out
copies of the full financial report for 2009. We made contributions to
the Morris Animal Foundation, Take the Lead, WRAP, the Whippet
Health Foundation and the AKC Health Foundation. Additionally we
are becoming members of the Canine Health Foundation. David reported that he has a meeting set up with an accountant to review our
finances and the possibility of having to pay taxes.
Harriet Vincent asked to be recognized and wanted to thank the AWC
for our continued support of the Morris Animal Foundation.
Committee Reports
National Show Chair
Cindy reported that the AWC will support the entry at the once
every 5 years Morris & Essex show in October of this year. Michael
Dougherty is the judge.
The dates for the 2011 National in Lexington, Kentucky are April 4
thru April 9 and the Breed judge will be Harriett Nash Lee. The 2012
National will be held at the Sawmill Creek Resort in Huron, Ohio April
16 thru 21. The balloting for that judge will be done this summer.
As of May 1, 2010 the Griffin Gate Resort in Lexington will start
accepting reservations but you must state that you are with the
American Whippet Club. The number is 1-800-228-9290. Show
Chair Jan Swayze Curry has already had a number of people step up
to volunteer including an Eagle Scout group who will be helping with
grounds. There will be an AKC field trial on Saturday April 2nd and an
ASFA trial on April 3rd. It will be the 25th National so the colors will be
black and silver.
Whippet News
Christine Hopperstad said that she has fewer ads and fewer subscribers lately most likely due in good part to the economy and the
fact that subscription and advertising rates were raised, although the
cost for the online version was reduced. As of right now there are
635 Whippet News recipients which includes married couples, 345
are mailed and 290 are read online. The latter makes a huge difference in the monthly costs associated with the paper version. Christine asked that any suggestions for changes be sent to her. Harriett
Lee said that people who are not looking at the online version are
missing a great publication especially with all the color ads. The
question arose as to whether the online issues will be maintained on
the AWC website forever or not. Russell stated that they would be
available on our site as long as there was room for them.
Jill Baum asked to have regional specialty results as well as judges
and dates published in Whippet News. She asked regional show

chairs to please make sure they at least send tear sheets to
Christine with results. She helps Wendy with the Annual and
this would be a big help to her. Christine said that she prints
what she gets from the regions.
Christine reported that she was in the process of setting up
Paypal for payments to the newsletter and it would be available
by June.
The Whippet News Annual
Wendy Clark reported that the annual is at the printer and
that there are 244 pages which is slightly smaller than last year.
She thanked Lisa Costello for all the great performance reporting and Barbara Parsons for all the statistical data. This is the
first year that she has used PayPal throughout the year and it
seems to be working well and the people using it like it. Wendy
would like for more clubs to participate and take advantage of
the free page that is offered to them. Postage has gone up
again even though the weight class was lowered so now it costs
more to ship than before.
Russell publicly thanked Wendy and Christine for all the work
that they do on the Annual and Whippet News.
ROM Chair and AKC Delegate
Donna Lynch stated that there were 9 applicants for recognition this year and also that she is resigning as the ROM Chair
with Gail Boyd taking over the position.
Donna will also be attending the parent club conference in
August representing the AWC. Nothing new to report as the
AKC Delegate
Futurity
Kathy Slater was not able to attend and provided her report
via e-mail to the Board. Cindy reported in her absence that
there were 52 litter nominations, 81 entries in the Futurity,34
ballots were sent out and 23 of those were returned.
The 2011 Futurity will be held on April 5, 2011 in Lexington,
KY. Nominated litters born on or after October 21, 2009 to
October 5, 2010 are eligible for the 2011 Futurity.
Kathy wished to publicly thank Mrs. Pat Dresser and Mrs.
Wendy Clark for their continued support and expert stewarding
in the Futurity Ring. I would also like to thank my husband,
Mike Slater, for all his work compiling and formatting the pedigrees for the catalog. I would like to thank the Board of Directors for conducting a vote of the general membership to simplify and clarify the CERF requirements. This is an improvement
for the Futurity and the health of our Whippets.
Bitch Nominations for the 2012 Futurity must adhere to the new
CERF requirements:
CERF exams for both the sire and dam must have been
completed before the breeding date. Copies of CERF Certificates or a copy of the application for a CERF Certificate
(the actual exam paperwork marked normal in both eyes)
must be submitted for both the sire and dam with the Bitch
Nomination Form. CERF exams are valid for one year.
If the sire or dam of the litter being nominated is 10 years
of age or older, a current CERF exam is not required for
that dog. HOWEVER, the dog must have had and passed
at least one CERF exam between the ages of 8 and 10
years. A copy of the last CERF Certificate must be submitted with the Bitch Nomination Form.
Meet the Breeds
Russell thanked Rachel Amado-Heil for all the work she and
her crew put in to make this a very successful event during the
Eukanuba event. Rachel reported that this will be last year that
it will be held in California. In 2011 it will be in Florida and she
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asked that someone step up and take on this job. She will be glad
to help. She said that the hardest part is getting people to volunteer
to man the booth.
Whippet Health
Connie Brunkow was not present so Lisa Costello reported that
the WHF has been discussing our participation in CHIC (Canine
Health Information Center). The WHF has recommended to the
AWC Board that we participate in CHIC with the following requirements for certification:
Dog entered in the WHF database
CERF (recommended annually)
BAER (once in a lifetime)
Cardiac echocardiogram (recommended prior to breeding)
Results must be sent to OFA to be included in the program
The AWC Board accepted this recommendation.
WRAP
Dr. Barbara Henderson thanked everyone for their support and
reported that in all of 2009 there were 93 adoptions, but to date in
2010 there have been 75 Whippets rescued and 39 have been
adopted. Here are the expenses from 2009:
Professional Fees-Vet bills 32,718.08
Adoption Fees/Dog Care & Shelter $590.96
Collar/leads & microchips $2,003.18
Printing/Supplies/Postage $877.32
Telephone and utilities $319.62
Misc Admin/Fees/Travel/Mileage $8,343.75
Average adoption fee per dog $289.03
Average Vet Cost per dog $351.81
Adoption Fee for under one year $400.00
Adoption Fee One year to 8 years $300.00
Adoption Fee for Seniors is based on the individual Whippet and
care needed. Many of the seniors are kept by the volunteers or the
Foster care persons.
We are concerned that WRAP will be getting more and more
Whippets that will need our help due to the economy.
We would like more AWC members to help WRAP with fosters as
we have very few volunteers in some of the states such as Texas
and California where we seem to be getting a number of Whippets
turned over to WRAP.
WILLOW AWARD
Patience Renzulli reported tha there were 11 nominees for the
Willow Award this year. There were 11 nominees for the Willow
Award. The winner was a dog named Schooner with his owner
David who had a stroke in his early 50s. His sister bought him a
Whippet puppy after he showed interest in her Whippets. David and
his dog started going to NOTRA races and now travel over a multi
state area to race and officially Schooner is now Vincet Veritas Bluenose, WRCh, ORC. He has not been doing the typical therapy dog
visits in hospitals, nursing homes, school programs, or other health
care facilities. Instead, over the past two years he has been working
day in and out to transform his owner’s life — physically, mentally,
emotionally, and socially. Schooner is being recognized for his devotion to David and for his ability to change a life. In recognizing
Schooner, we are also recognizing the amazing impact that dogs
have in each of our lives and their ability to change us and love us!
Illustrated Standard
Mary Dukes was not present so Tracy Hite gave a brief report in
her absence. The Illustrated Standard revision is done and a few of
the illustrations have been completed and the Board has reviewed
the draft. Tracy had a few copies for people to look at and stated
that they hoped to have it complete within the next 6 months. It
4
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will eventually be on the public website.
Russell stated that the committee was appointed to go thru
the entire standard and incorporate the new pieces into the
new Illustrated Standard. The old one was at least 20 years old.
Russell thanked the committee for all the hours and work that
has been put into it.
Performance Director
Lisa Costello said that the National specialty performance
information in the annual gets lost because it’s behind the #1
dog information and pictures. This year all National Specialty
performance reporting will be in color. She reported that the
Louis Pegram trophy which was donated by Purina for the Triathlon winner was retired in 2009 . She is going to ask Cora
Miller to possibly donate a bronze for a new trophy as she has
been a big supporter of the Triathlon in the past. The Jersey
Rag Racer trophy was retired by Lisa and the 2nd by Rachel
Amado so she had it remade and redonated.
She stated that the official lure coursing trial for 2011 will be
an ASFA trial on Sunday and that an AKC trial will also be held
on Saturday.
Lisa asked if anyone present or any member has input on
what she is doing on performance to please contact her. She
reported that there were several topics brought up on the email
lists that got pretty heated and yet no one bothered to contact
her to discuss it. She would like to address issues as they come
up. She reports on performance activities every month in
Whippet News and stated that input or concerns come directly
to her.
The question was asked about racing for next year. She reported that there will be racing on the weekend before and the
weekend after the National in Lexington.
Todd Miller asked about the future of Agility with the National. Lisa stated that this is an ongoing issue and that we will
be trying to get an all breed club to hold a trial in Lexington and
we will consider that as our National specialty trial for Versatility.
Cindy Scott explained the Best Performance Dog. This is a
new class this year and will be judged after Best of Breed. The
Wistwind Memorial in memory of Greg and Carolyn Mountan
has been established. Robin Barry put together a collage of
pictures and had them put onto a plaque which is available this
year. A humane purse of $100 will be donated to the dog related charity of the winners choice. Over $2000 has already
been donated to the fund.
ASFA Delegate
CJ Foxx reported that she attended the ACoD last month in
California and that 71 delegates were present. The total number of Whippets running was 4,752 which was up 331 over the
previous year. Elissa Thompson from Albuquerque, NM was
awarded the Gary Forrester award. ASFA titles for Whippets in
2009 were: 109 Field Champions; 16 LCMs; 8 LCM IIs; 1 LCM
III; 2 LCM IVs; 1 LCM V; 1 LCM I; 1 LCM VIII; 1 LCM IX; 2 LCM
X; 1 LCM XI; 1 LCM XVII and 12 veteran titles for a total of 156
titles for Whippets. There were 12 DQ dismissals. The number
one Whippet in ASFA for 2009 was Amy, Wannago's-Mia Love
On The Run, LCM3 owned by Tom and Pam Haig, Sherri Peak
and Les Pekarski.
The II will be held in Lawrence, Kansas on May 30 and 31st of
this year.
SPECIAL COMMITTEES
Legislative Liaison
2010 Report from Sharyn Hutchens
This has been a year of deciding exactly what being the legislative liaison for the AWC should entail. I had originally thought

it would mean keeping members apprised of what's going on in the
various states. But legislation moves so quickly in most states that by
the time the Whippet News comes out, my news is already out of
date. Besides, the AKC's government relations department now has a
database that does an amazing job of that. You just click on your
state to see exactly what has been proposed and its status. To find it,
go to AKC.org, click on Government Relations (menu on the left).
Click on the link for Legislative Tracking (right now it is a map of the
US). Then click on your state and you'll find a list of every state bill
that was proposed this year and its status. This is an enormously
useful resource and AKC should be commended for providing it.
While we're on the subject of AKC, many of you know I have been
strongly critical of it in the past for not "stepping up to the plate" as
far as fighting animal rights.Things are changing. Both management
and board have made recent strong statements against both PeTA
and HSUS. I hope it's not too late, but they certainly deserve our full
support.
I will be submitting regular articles to the Whippet News starting
right away. If anyone has suggestions for topics, please contact me.
I can also write letters for the AWC supporting or opposing bad
dog bills in your state or community. If you have a mandatory spay/
neuter bill or proposal, a breed ban, breeder licensing or even a local
dog limit law being proposed, I'll be happy to send a letter. I just
need to know who to send it to and where to find information about
the bill or ordinance. The AWC positions on animal rights are on the
website.
We've had serious losses and exhileratilating successes this year in
the fight to preserve our rights to own and breed dogs. There are too
many in both columns to include in a brief report. I think the important things we need to remember are:
— There is a very big difference between animal rights and animal
welfare. We all believe in animal welfare and I know we'll always
stand strong to protect dogs from mistreatment and neglect. The
animal rights philosophy believes in no animal use and that means no
pets.
— If we don't stand together, we will fall. Breeders must stop the infighting and criticism of each other. There are many ways to keep
and care for dogs, and we will never all agree on everything. But we
are all on the firing line, every one of us.
— You cannot leave legislation to others. AKC cannot fight nearly
1000 bills a year in 50 states. Your state federation, if you have one,
can help, but it needs members and it needs money. You also need
to watch to be sure your YOUR views are represented.
— Everyone has to be involved. Very few people enjoy this work. We
would all prefer to be showing/racing/coursing and breeding our
dogs. The animal rights movement is relatively small, but they are all
active. We are many more in number, but we prefer to ignore what is
happening until it affects us directly. By then it is too late.
— The first thing you should do is join your state's pet law email
group. A list of them is at pet-law.com. That's pet hyphen law dot
com.
— Keep up with local issues. Other people may be watching your
state legislation, but especially if you live in a small town or rural
area, dog limits and breeder restrictions can be passed without anyone knowing about it until it's over. Read the legal notices in your
local newspaper and watch your county website for announcements.
— Meet your lawmakers before it hits the fan. They need to know
you are a constituent and that HSUS does not represent you.
— Although it will not stop the animal rights assault, take care of
your dogs and take care of the breed. Every substandard breeder
who is busted and every health issue we allow to take hold in our
breeds give them more ammunition. And besides, taking good care of
our dogs is the right thing to do.
— Again, get involved. When animal control comes to your door to
take your dogs, it will be too late. And never, never, never think it
cannot happen to you.
We can win this, folks, but it is going to take everyone.

Please feel free to contact me with any requests or suggestions
for ways I can help. I am also my all-breed club's AKC delegate
and attend all meetings, so will be glad to answer any questions
I can about their legislative services.
By-Laws
Russell reported that the reason the by-law revision is taking
so long is because it’s very hard to have a committee work together on it. The by-laws must be in concert with the laws of
Delaware where we are incorporated and also with AKCs rules
and regulations so it’s too complex for more than one person to
work on. He has given the Board a proposal to review. Our bylaws go back 25 years since the last revision. Russell has been
communicating with Delaware and AKC to get all the info together so we would have something we can go through. AKC
has to approve the changes BEFORE they go to the membership.
Once we (the Board) have the opportunity to review this, Russell
wants to make it available on the AWC members only website for
membership input. Remember that whatever changes we make
have to be in line with Delaware and AKC.
AKC has strongly suggested that we offer different types of
memberships, right now we have only one. It’s a regular membership, you pay your dues, you get to vote and it’s offered to
anyone who wants to join the AWC and has 2 sponsors. They
suggest we have a regular membership, a foreign membership,
associate membership, junior membership and an honorary
membership. The regular would stay the same as it is now. The
foreign would not allow anyone living outside of the US or its
territories to be a voting member, but they would receive the
Whippet News and Annual. Any current foreign member will be
grandfathered in and their status would not change. An associate member would pay dues and have privileges like receiving
the newsletter and annual but would not be able to vote. The
junior membership is for children under the age of 18, they
would be non-voting members but would automatically become
a regular member after the age of 18. This would also lead into
the junior scholarship awards that we want to put together. Honorary membership is something we already have but it is not
listed in the by-laws. This is also non-voting.
Another thing we are looking at is removing the dues amount
from the by-laws. This would allow us to set a not to exceed
amount for changes in the future and would also apply to
charges being pressed against another member. Russell thinks
that all of this may take a year with more than one iteration going back and forth between the membership, the Board and
AKC.
Patience Renzulli chose not to run for the Board for another
term so Russell thanked her for her service to the AWC.
Russell announced the Board election results with David
Samuelson and Christine Hopperstad were re-elected and Henry
Heil joins the Board for the first time. Donna Lynch will serve
the one year remaining of the special election to fill Carolyn
Mountan’s position.
There were 321 ballots returned with 4 invalid. The tellers were
Harriett Lee, Red Tatro and Linda Horwedel.
Russell welcomed new member Lori Wilson.
Unfinished Business
David Samuelson stated that at last years meeting the Board
discussed a junior scholarship fund in honor of Carol Curry. We
would like to model it after the one that AKC currently offers.
The criteria for that is an application process along with student
transcripts and a required Whippet related written essay. If there
are any suggestions please direct to Jan Curry and she will start
working on a proposal.
Before we get into new business Russell would like to ask anyThe Whippet News  June 2010
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one who wants to talk limit themselves to 5 minutes after the
introduction of the topic.
New Business
Russell introduced AWC member Betty Nightengale who is the
manager of Event Records at AKC to speak on the new Grand
Championship program which began May 12. Betty explained the
rules for the new award and a complete explanation is available at
the AKC website. Cindy Scott stated that in light of the new Select
Awards for Grand Champion points, our Select awards at AWC
specialties will have to be renamed as Awards of Merit to avoid
confusion. All regional chairs will have to change the verbiage in
their premium lists.
Carol Willumsen proposed that Carol Harris become an honorary member of AWC. She just received a Breeder of The Year
Award and Carol would like her to be considered when the new
by-laws are approved.
Charles Roberts moved that we establish term limits for Board
Members consisting of no more than three consecutive terms.
Russell Vernon seconded. Russell McFadden asked for discussion.
Russell Vernon asked if they would be allowed to serve three consecutive terms and then no terms after that. Russell McFadden
explained that it wouldn’t be a permanent rule. Scot Northern
asked if there are enough people interested in serving on the
Board to allow for that turnover.
Russell McFadden said that the nominating committees at times
have had a hard time filling the ballot and not many people ask to
be placed on the slate. Harriett Lee stated that she thought having term limits would allow more people the opportunity to serve
on the Board. She also stated that name recognition is a big part
of how people are elected. It’s not a financial hardship like it used
to be when the Board was required to be present at 2 meetings in
different parts of the country. Patience stated that she thinks the
reason she got on the Board was because she has written a lot of
articles and books so named recognition played a big part of that.
She also said that she thought one of the reasons that people get
re-elected is because they have worked hard and the membership
is recognizing that.
Russell stated that it would have to be set up so that it is staggered because you don’t want to replace the whole Board at one
time for cohesive reasons. He also said that term limits are already set because every time there is an election members have
to ability to vote for whomever they choose.
Russell restated the motion to vote to limit Board members to
three consecutive terms be put to the membership for a vote.
Motion was passed.
Jill Baum asked the Board to change the age division of the
oldest two Futurity classes from 12-14 months to 12-15 months
and from 14-18 months to 15-18 months. This does not require
an additional class but makes them more equitable with maturity
of those ages. Harriett Lee said that this doesn’t require a membership vote because it is not changing the rules only the class
divisions. Jan Swayze-Curry said that it was a function of the Futurity always being held in August so when we started having
National specialties and the Futurity was included and it changed
to April, they didn’t want to lose the dogs that were in the three
month window. Cindy will discuss this with Kathy Slater, the
Futurity chair.
Adjournment
It was moved and seconded to adjourn at 10:05 pm. Motion
carried.
Respectfully submitted,
Cindy Scott, AWC Secretary
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Plan to Come to our Specialty!!!!

The AWC South Central
Regional Specialty
July 3, 2010 in Oklahoma City, OK

In conjunction with the OKC Summer Classic Dog
Shows located in fabulous Brick Town, downtown
Oklahoma City. Look forward to 4 days of shows
along with a terrific raffle! Lodging, dining, shopping
all located just minutes from the show site.
OKC Summer Classic Whippet Judges:
Thursday July 1: Dr. Donald Sturz Jr.
Friday July 2: Ms. Sandra Goose Allen
Saturday July 3, South Central Regional Specialty:
Judge Michael Dougherty
Sweeps: Todd Miller (Jomyr)
Sunday July 4, Lone Star Whippet Club Support
Judge Mrs. Elizabeth J. Arthur
Sweeps: Denise Travis, DVM
Help us make this another wonderful year for the
South Central!!!
Prizes for everyone who shows, plus a special prize
once again for whoever travels the farthest, along with
a great raffle full of wonderful Whippet items.
For more information, please go to these websites:
www.onofrio.com
www.okcsummerclassic.com
If you have raffle items or any questions
please let me know.
See you in July!
Nancy Billups
South Central Regional Coordinator
Nancy Billups
Cloud Nine Whippets & Ibizan Hounds
www.cloudninewhippets.com
806-206-6470

American Whippet Club National Specialty - 2010
Judge’s Critique by Russell L. McFadden

I got my first Whippet in 1973. It is interesting to
me, so many years later, how the simple act of bringing
that little eight week old dilute brindle puppy home defined
such a huge part of the rest of my life. I’ve experienced the
most tremendous joy and also the deepest of sorrow
through the almost 37 years of devotion to this amazing,
wonderful breed. Judging the American Whippet Club’s 24th
National Specialty held in Tucson, Arizona, was one of
those great joys. In fact it was one of the greatest experiences I’ve had as a breeder and/or a judge during all of
those years. Therefore, I would like to say to those who
elected me to judge this show – thank you; to those who
worked tirelessly to make this spectacular event come to
pass – thank you; and above all, to those who honored me
by showing your treasured Whippets to me – thank you.
The National Specialty, thanks to the efforts of
both the national Show Chair, Cindy Scott, and her committee heads and the local Show Chair, Rhonda Gifford, and
her hard working crew, exemplified the best of what any
specialty should be – a well oiled, smooth running machine
that still allowed the exhibitors and spectators to thoroughly enjoy themselves. My ring stewards, Pat Dresser
and Wendy Clark, were superlative.
In general, I was very impressed by the overall
quality of the entire entry at this show. In fact I believe
that if this entry was an example of the state our breed is
in presently then I applaud current Whippet breeders –
there are many who are doing something very right. Some
of the larger classes had so many superior exhibits that I
had to make final decisions for placements based on just
the slightest of differences between one Whippet and the
next. Also because of the quality I had the luxury of making some decisions based on my own preferences of what I
basically like better in a Whippet. Making decisions of this
kind is both a complete and total thrill because I found a
lot of what I personally like and, at the same time, extremely difficult because those ever so slight differences
were for the most part differences that might change in
five minutes because of circumstances rather than actual
conformation. For example, one exhibit moving slightly better than the next might change in five minutes based on
any number of factors like the conditions of the room, a
different position in the line with other dogs, etc. Therefore, the four placements in some classes ended up being
almost interchangeable the exhibits, in my opinion, were all
so good.
When judging Whippets whether at the National or
anywhere else I may be lucky enough to judge them, the
first thing I look at is overall balance. I want to see all the
parts and how they fit together into what is in my opinion
the ideal example of the breed. I look at the face for expression and the muzzle for strength of under jaw, and
how the head fits into the neck; how the neck fits into the
shoulders; how the shoulders fit onto the body; the length
of shoulder in ratio to the upper arm; the bend of pastern;
shape of feet; The top line; the rear angulation; and on

and on The pieces should all blend into each other to
form the flowing and fluid lines for which this breed
is known. Then I look for the important details: large
dark eyes, correct pigmentation, and correct ears
(although I will state here that I will forgive poor
ears more quickly than I will forgive poor structure)
that should fill in the total look of the individual
Whippet.
When in motion, I’m looking for the Whippet that
best exemplifies the movement that I believe is what
is desired by the standard. I want to see a Whippet
be very clean on the down and back. Going away
from me I don’t want to see cow hocks or hocks that
wobble or that are so close they look like they are
rubbing each other. And coming towards me I don’t
want to see popping elbows or rolling shoulders or
flipping pasterns. I want to see the feet tend to converge toward a center line. One should not see this
breed coming at one with their front feet falling
wider than their shoulders. From the side I want to
see easy ground covering movement with reach and
drive that is balanced and powerful and also movement “that covers a maximum of distance with a
minimum of lost motion.” This means I don’t want to
see a dog mincing around the ring nor do I want to
see a dog flying around the ring whose reach and
drive is over-extended – wasted motion is wasted
motion whether it is too little or too much. I want to
see a properly held (arched - not flattened) top line
with a loin that is flexible and that allows for a “low,
free moving, and smooth” gait. That, in general, is
what I am looking for when I judge any entry of this
breed.
Some of the things I did see in a few of exhibits that
I think should be noted because of their incorrectness were: exhibits whose front footfall fell outside
the width of their shoulders, toplines that were too
flat, tails that were curled (not just curved), tails that
were carried too high, and whether balanced or not
mincing side gait.
Now having said that I will say that the
placements in each of the classes fit the ideal I described above to varying degrees. The larger the
class the better I was able to find the fit and the better able I was to find that over all picture for which I
was looking. So reading this please realize that the
higher each exhibit placed in each class and particularly with those that won their classes the closer I felt
that particular dog met the ideal Whippet I outlined
above.
Puppy Dogs – 6 to 9: There were 18 dogs in
this class which ran deep in quality so finding four
that I could award placements to was easy. The four
who placed: First – Windborn N Oxford Twilight At
Starline, Second – Plumcreek Manhatten Transfer,
Third – Tangens Triton X-100, and Fourth – Elidas A
Tribute To Whirlaway, although a bit different in outline all covered ground with ease. The first place win-
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ner took that placement because on the day he was the
most complete package of the four.
Puppy Dogs – 9 to 12: There were 14 shown in
this class so again there were a lot of nice dogs from
which to choose. First place went to Abbey Chiaroscuro
who won this class because of his fluid movement and
great outline. The second, third, and fourth place dogs –
Divana Gran Legacy At Hycks Hollow, De Kotans Sunday
Sermon, and Tattershall All About Me, respectively –
were all strong competitors because each covered the
ground effortlessly and they all had other attributes that
impressed me.
Dogs – 12 to 18: This was the third large class of
the day with 16 being shown and another class with a
good number from which to choose to find four placements. First place went to Whimsy’s Swiftsure Coruba
Gold, a really nice young dog with a very pleasing outline. He was clean coming and going and had an easy
open side gait. The dogs who placed second, Charlamar’s Where’s My Limo, third, Hamrya’s Perfect Storm,
and fourth, Summit Ironwood Other Sutherland were all
also very good in all of the traits for which I was looking.
After all they placed in a class where several deserving
dogs walked out of the ring without a ribbon.
Novice Dogs: There was only one entry in this
class. This dog was not quite up to the level of the winners of the other three classes I’d already judged that
day but he was certainly deserving of his first place ribbon.
Amateur-Owner-Handler Dogs: There were four
shown in this class. First place went Castlecrest’s Long
Kiss Dandy. This is a nice young dog that I think will do
well once he and his owner work out the handling kinks.
He was the easy winner of the blue ribbon in this class.
Second place went to Shojin’s Catch Of The Day, Third to
SDW Annadad All About Heart JC, and fourth went to
Kamio’s Supernova.
Bred By Exhibitor Dogs: There were 18 dogs
shown in this class and there were many that I could
have given a first place ribbon to that day, however, I
could only hand out one first place ribbon and that ribbon
ended up going to Ableaim Patent Pending. This dog is a
very handsome young dog. He is has a beautiful smooth
outline with all of the right curves and yet is still masculine. He covers ground with great ease and is as clean
coming and going as he is effortless from the side. Considering how many other deserving dogs he beat for this
placement I think saying I was impressed with him is a
bit of an understatement. The second, third and fourth
place dogs in this class – respectively Kamada’s
McDreamy, Summit And The Beat Goes On, and Plumcreek Incognito – were also very admirable dogs each
with a great number of the attributes I liked so well in
the class winner.
American Bred Dogs: There were five dogs
shown in this class and first place went to Elain-Ward’s
Mystic. This is a nice dog with a outline and a nice side
gait. He is clean coming and going. Second went to Tem8
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plar Dark Side of the Moon, third went to Tru-Luv’s Marquee Mark, and fourth went to Whimsy’s Play Me A
Tune JC.
Open Dogs: This was the largest of the classes
that day with 19 shown. This was another class that had
more deserving dogs than I had placements for. First
place went to Gates of Eden De Sud, who is another
very handsome young dog. He effortlessly covers a lot
of ground, is very clean coming and going and is very
pleasing to the eye when stacked. Again considering
how many others they beat for their placements it is
obvious that I also found a great deal to like about the
second place dog, Plumcreek HW Night Odessey, the
third place dog, Chelsea Smooth as Butter of Coreymore, and the fourth place dog Wildhare Good Ride
Cowboy.
Winners Dog: This placement went to the Bred
By Dog, Ableaim Patent Pending (see above), who beat
the seven other deserving class winners that day simply
because I thought he truly was the best of the eight
very quality dogs I had to chose from in the Winners
Class.
Reserve Winners Dog: This ribbon went to
Gates of Eden De Sud, the winner of the Open Class.
Since I felt that he was very deserving of consideration
for the points that day I couldn’t deny him the Reserve
placement.
Puppy Bitches – 6 to 9: There were 17 puppies
shown in this class so at the risk of being redundant it
was not difficult to find four that were the caliber for
which I was looking. First place went to Cottonwood
Ultra Violet, a very elegant young lady with a lot of
style. This baby, who ultimately won the Best Puppy
honor, has beautiful expression, a smooth flowing outline and moves effortlessly. She beat three other very
nice puppies for the first place ribbon but I predict very
short class careers for all four of the puppies who placed
in this class. The second place ribbon went to Plumcreek A Night At The Met, third place went to Taliesin
Social Butterfly, and fourth place went to Plumcreek
Cosi Fan Tutte.
Puppy Bitches – 9 to 12: Another stellar class in
which 16 were shown. The winner of this class was
Merci Isle Incantation who is as pretty to look at as she
is to watch in motion. This lovely bitch was closely followed in placement by Longlesson Snow Hill Twisted,
second, Winway Million Heiress, third and Cove Creek
Hot Little Number, fourth.
Bitches – 12 to 18: This was the third large
class of the day with 19 being shown. This class was
won by Hamrya’s Wicked Storm At Amberwind who is a
fantastic young lady. She is beautiful on the stack and
covers ground with an effortless ground covering side
gait. A very close second, third and fourth in the class to
her were Oxford Sunbeam It Happened One Night,
Waypoint Dominica, and Whimsy’s Swiftsure Kilo Kai,
respectively.
Novice Bitches: There were only two in this

class but they were both very nice bitches. First place
went to Plumcreek Fortune Black Willow who covers
ground with such ease. She is clean coming and going
and very pretty on the stack. Second to her was TNT’s
Black Ice who is also a very deserving clean moving
bitch with a pretty outline.
Amateur-Owner-Handler Bitches: There were
four shown in this class. I think from examining them on
the table and finding all the right parts in all of the right
places these bitches are probably far better than I got
to see. First place went to Sonsteby’s Seismic Wave,
second went to Pinewood Early Edition, third went to
Onyxx Dream Weaver, and fourth went to Dekk’s Raziel’s Illusions JC.
Bred By Exhibitor Bitches – This class was the
largest bitch class with 35 being shown. This was the
class I was most looking forward to judging because this
is the class in which I expected to see the deepest quality. I was not disappointed. I could have easily given out
many more placement ribbons than I had and this was
another class where I had to let many deserving exhibits
walk out of the ring without a ribbon. The winner of the
class, Broadstrider’s Cheers Me Dears, is incredible. She
caught my eye the minute she walked through the ring
gate and when something is that eye catching one can
only hope that it will prove to be that good. I wasn’t
disappointed because she proved to be that good and
then some. This bitch is as beautiful stacked as she is in
motion. Her lines are smooth and flowing – everything a
Whippet bitch should be. Her easy and effortless ground
covering side gait and completely clean down and back
were a delight to watch. In a class full of quality she
was a standout. Second in the class was Mimbres Mandinga. This bitch also was beautiful on the stack. Her
lines flow from the tip of her nose to the tip of her tail.
She is very clean coming and going but didn’t cover as
much ground with her side gait as the winner of the
class. Third went to Alcyon Twinkle Toes who was another knockout in the class. It is redundant to keep repeating how much I liked her as well. But I was very
impressed with her both as I went over her on the table
and as I watched her move around the ring. Fourth
place went to Sporting Field’s Teenie Weenie Bikini who
was also very deserving of placing in this class with the
other three bitches. She has smooth flowing lines that
were matched by her smooth easy gait.
American Bred Bitches: After the American Bred
Dog Class being so small I was surprised at the size of
this class with 15 being shown. The first place ribbon in
this class went to Adagio Jilzan Red Eden who is a very
stylish bitch with an easy open side gait. The other
three bitches in this class had very similar attributes as
the first place bitch. Second in the class went to Waypoint Charlotte, third to Watch Me Our Bright Light of
Runners, and fourth went to Ammardan Jomyr Akoya
Pearl.
Open Bitches: This was the second largest of
the bitch classes with 31 being shown and again a class

with a huge amount of quality. First place went to Starline’s The Sweetest Thing, a truly lovely bitch who has a
beautiful outline and who also has an easy smooth
ground covering side gait. She’s very clean on the down
and back and was very deserving of the blue ribbon.
Second, third and fourth in this class went to three other
admirable bitches that possessed many of the same
qualities as had the class winner. Second place went to
Tangens Maverick Red Planet, third place went to Plumcreek Heartlight, and fourth place went to Dehk’s Nelwyn
Mysic.
Winners Bitch: This placement went to the Bred
By Bitch (see above), Broadstrider’s Cheers me Dears
because she was the standout in the Winners Class.
There were seven other very deserving, very quality animals in the ring that day but none of them held my eye
like this bitch did.
Reserve Winners Bitch: This placement went to
the winner of the Open Bitch Class, Starline’s The Sweetest Thing. She was a very deserving contender for Winners Bitch and because of that I couldn’t deny her the
Reserve placement.
Junior Showmanship: I would like to note that I
was very impressed with the Juniors in the Junior Showmanship competition. It was not a big entry but there
were some very talented young handlers at this show. I
hope they all continue with their endeavors because the
dog show world needs younger enthusiasts. The award
for Best Junior Handler at this show went to Ryan Stanford Zienert.
Veteran Dogs – 7 to 10: All but one of the 14
great dogs shown in this class in are champions and a
couple of them are multi-titled. The winner of this class
was Ch. Sporting Field’s Rock On, who covers ground like
many dogs a third his age. He is a handsome dog
stacked and was very deserving of this placement in this
highly competitive class. He was ultimately my choice for
the Best Veteran ribbon. Second place went to Ch. Plumcreek Hollowell Go Forth, third place went to Ch. Plumcreek Going Big Time JC, and fourth Ch. Tru-Luv Star Is
Windborn At Festiva. These three dogs also displayed
many of the same qualities as those of the class winner.
Veteran Dogs – 10 to 12: All four of the entries
that were shown in this class were champions and two of
them were dual champions. All four of these dogs move
with easy ground covering movement and have many
great qualities and many similar qualities. First place
went to DC Amberwinds Cassnova SC who won this very
competitive class because of his style. Second place
went to DC Poppy Hills My Brave Face MC, third place
went to Ch. Headliner He Got Game, and fourth place
went to Ch. Onyxx Silence Is Golden.
Veteran Bitches – 7 to 10: All ten of the great
ladies shown in this class are champions and as in the
case with the Veteran Dogs a couple are multi-titled so
there isn’t much they haven’t already done or been
judged on. First place went to Ch. Yorktown’s Extra Vitamin C JC, a bitch I had never seen before that day. She
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impressed me greatly with her easy smooth side gait. She
has a great outline and I felt very deserving of the blue
ribbon in yet another highly competitive class. Second
place went to another great moving bitch with a lovely outline, Ch. Tivio’s Falling Water. Third place in this class went
to Ch. Starline’s Sweet Sensation and fourth place went to
Ch. Endeavor’s Alibi Of Brushwood both of these bitches
were tremendous and had many of the same attributes
that I found so attractive in the first and second place winners.
Veteran Bitches – 10 to 12: Three of the four
bitches shown in this class are champions and the winner
of the class also has her SC. The first and second place
bitches in this class are bitches that I have judged in the
past and greatly appreciated both when I saw them at the
time. First place went to Ch. Milecross Barbarella SC, who
is still a very classy lady. I like her outline and she is as
clean coming and going as she ground covering with her
side gait. Second went to Ch. Windsheen Dashing Shelbee
who is 1½ years older than the first place winner. She
still covers ground beautifully. Third place went to Ch. Tivio’s Sporty Little Number, who was very competitive in this
class as was the fourth place bitch, Watch Me Trip The
Light Fantastic.
Lure Coursing Dogs: There were four dogs shown
in this class two of which were dual champions. As one
might expect all four of these dogs could cove a lot of
ground with great ease. First place in this class went to
SDW Annadar Kiss Of Fire SC, second place went to DC
TNT’s Ima Tequila Sunrise MC LCX, third place went to DC
Kamio’s Cut Above The Rest SC, and fourth place went to
Amberwind Hamrya Habanero.
Lure Coursing Bitches: There were six bitches in
this class four of which are champions and one is a dual
champion. As I stated for the lure coursing dogs these ladies all had easy ground covering side gait. The winner of
this class was FC Cali N TNT’s Spirit Of The Wild Of Nitro
LCX who not only had a nice side gait but was very clean
coming and going as well. This bitch also ended up winning
the Best Performance ribbon. The second, third and fourth
place winners were Ch. Amberwind Nasusa Indigo Moon
JC, Ch. Norika RH Iridesence RN SC, and Ch. Arwen’s Main
Event At Summit, respectively.
Racing Class – Dogs: There was one entry shown
in this class. First place went to Vitesse Deep Powder who
when viewed from the side covers a lot of ground with
great ease. I would bet this dog can run like the wind.
Best of Breed: The Specials Class was another of
the classes that was so deep in quality it was truly a sight
to behold. I made several cuts in this class until I got down
to those that were in final consideration for the top awards
hoping that with each cut the exhibitors would realize that
the longer their dog stayed in the ring the more I appreciated the quality of their Whippet. I had to let many outstanding Whippets that would be wonderful representatives
of the breed anywhere in the country leave the ring without the recognition they deserved so I used cuts to try to
make that point.
The Best of Winners Ribbon went to the Winners
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Bitch (see above), Broadstrider’s Cheers Me Dears who
was a top contender for Best of Breed that day. This
lovely bitch was also the winner of the Best Bred By ribbon.
The Best of Opposite Sex placement went to
Ch. Tangens The Maverick Cosmonaut. This dog is exactly what I think a male Whippet should be in every
respect. He is a dog that has a great deal to offer the
breed in my opinion. He is medium sized, masculine and
beautifully built. Stacked he offers a correct picture from
head to tail – he has a beautiful head and expression;
wonderful smooth shoulders in balance with his upper
arm; great depth of chest; a topline in perfect concert
with his underline; and powerfully built but in no way
overdone hind quarters. In motion he is clean and
smooth and effortlessly covers ground. This dog was
also a top contender for the Best of Breed ribbon.
The Best of Breed ribbon on that day, however,
ended up going to a bitch, Ch. Sporting Field’s Bahama
Sands, that I think is as close to perfection as I’ve ever
seen in this breed. This placement alone should tell anyone what a remarkable Whippet I think she is - she is
absolutely magnificent. She fills the eye with the smooth
S curves for which this breed is known – her topline and
underline are in perfect harmony. Starting with her
beautiful expression which is only highlighted by the
markings around her eyes her head is set on a neck that
flows into her properly laid back shoulders that are in
perfect balance with her upper arm. Her hindquarters
are also beautifully in proportion. She is flawless on the
move whether coming and going or from the side. The
ease with which she covers ground is breathtaking and
she was shown to me in fantastic condition.
The Award of Merit winners, each deserving of
consideration for the Best of Breed ribbon were: Ch.
Starline’s Chanel, Winners Bitch, Broadstrider’s Cheers
Me Dears (see above), Ch. Snow Hill Calliope SC, Ch.
Sporting Field’s Little Black Dress, Ch. Hyck Hollow Lavender Illusion, Ch. Tattershall Ticket To Fly, Veteran
Dog (7-10 years) Ch. Sporting Field’s Rock On, Winners
Dog, Ableaim Patent Pending (see above), Ch. Kamada’s
Instant Millionaire, and Veteran Bitch (7-10 years) Ch.
Yorktown’s Extra Vitamin C JC.

Thank You!
Many people are involved with putting on a National Specialty, especially
one that is as large as the American Whippet Club has every year. There
are many jobs to be done and there were so many fine people that
stepped up to help us this year. I hope I have not forgotten anyone but
in case I did, please know that we appreciate everyone who helped with
this National .
Brad Briscoe, our Lure Coursing Chair, who had some real logistical
problems to cope with at this years trial. He came thru with flying colors and with no dogs getting
hurt. That is the way to run a lure trial! Huge thanks to Brad and all of his crew.
Donna Lynch, our Trophy Chair, and who was also the Trophy Chair in 2005. You did it again, Donna!
Donna was able to convince people in this down economy to donate to the AWC trophy fund and to
get all the trophies covered. Thanks Donna.
Crystal McNulty, our Vendor Chair, handled all of the vendors and took care of any issues with a
wonderful smile on her face. Thanks so much, Crystal.
Diane Bowen, our RV Chair, was always right on top of everything and I am sure all of the RV folks
were quite happy with the way things were handled. I know there were some issues, but I had
several people tell me Diane was wonderful to work with. Thank you, Diane.
Jean Schroeder and Pat Richey, our Grounds Chairs (or as we called them-The Poop Patrol) were
always on top of everything and I never saw anything amiss with the grounds, even on Sunday when
the final inspection was made. Thanks-you made that part of the National very easy for us!
Lori Nelson and Henry Heil, the AWC Raffle Chairs, worked so hard every day from getting the tables
set up to selling tickets and collecting money. Thank you so much.
Irene Mullauer, the National Obedience Chair, was always around from helping with the ring set up
to making sure the judge had all she needed. Thank you Irene.
What can we say about Pat Dresser and Wendy Clark. We can only say Thank You for being there
from the start to the end. I don’t think the National would run the same without you two at the
front table. Thanks for being there for us.
To Barbara Henderson and Harriet Lee, our sincere thanks. From the day you arrived at the hotel,
you both were always asking what you could do to help. Thanks for always being there to help.
To Paula Snell, Annique Smith, and Nancy Schramm- A Hugh Thank You for taking care of getting
the shirt and dinner orders out, the exhibitor bags ready and doing some selling in your spare time!
Sami Hirko, who stepped in as the Agility Chair and handled this job as if she was working on it from
the beginning. Thank You!
To Jean Balint, who handled the AWC’s Got Talent Night, Thank You for taking care of this part of
the 2010 National. It was a wonderful, fun evening and one I know some will never forget!
And finally, to our family and friends who stood by us through all of this and kept us from becoming
crazy people, Thank You!
Sincerely,
Rhonda Gifford and Connie Boulton
AWC 2010 Show Chairs
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We have the following shirts for sale from the AWC
2010 National Specialty. They will be sold on a First
Come basis.
1 - XL Natural Tee - $10.00
2 - XL Stonewashed Blue Tees - $10.00 each
1 - 2XL Stonewashed Blue Tee - $12.00
1 - Large Lavender Tee - $10.00
1 - Large White Tee - $10.00
1 - 2XL Lime Green Tee - $12.00
1 - XL Natural Men's Polo Shirt - $15.00
1 - 2XL Natural Men’s Polo Shirt - $15.00
1 - 2XL Ultramarine Men’s Polo Shirt - $15.00
1 - 3XL Ultramarine Men’s Polo Shirt - $15.00
1 - Large Ladies Purple Polo Shirt - $15.00
1 - XL Ladies Purple Polo Shirt - $15.00
3 - Large Men’s Purple Polo Shirts - $15.00 each
1 - XL Forest Green Sweatshirt - $20.00
We have a number of catalogs left that we are selling for $5.00 plus shipping.
We also have a few of the Horsehair Commemorative Plates, large and small , for
sale. The large are $20 and the small are $15 not including the shipping charges.
Don’t miss out on a chance to have one of these beautiful plates.
The first 3 orders that I receive will be getting one of the purple exhibitor bags
included FREE with their order. There are some really neat things in the bags!!
Please email me at awc2010@gmail.com and let me know what you are
ordering and include your shipping address. I will get back to you with a total
including the shipping charges. You may pay with check or money order payable
to AWC and mail to:
Rhonda Gifford
4821 E. Rogers Lane
San Tan Valley, AZ 85140

12
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AMERICAN WHIPPET CLUB FUTURITY
Tucson, Arizona April, 2010
Judge Linda Johnson
Puppy Dog 6-8 MONTH
1st. ARWEN TRUE BLOOD AT JADE
This puppy was smooth from neck to his rear assembly,
reaching deep to the elbow. His front was as good as it gets.
Wonderful length of loin. His top will come with age. Moved
effortless.
2nd. CHARLEMAGNE JOYMYR VANILLA COKE
Shorter than #1 I prefer a little longer body. However this is
nitpicking. He flows smoothly from front to rear, has a beautiful eye and expression, moves with ease, another one to
watch as he grows. Will finish without a problem.
3rd. SUMMIT DESERT GOLD OF CAMELOT
Beautiful pupp,y lovely large dark eye, head and expression
and nicely set ears. Smooth from head to hock. Excellent layback, pasterns flexible. Clean coming and going and around.
4th. TALISMAN CATCH THE WIND
Another lovely baby, beautiful eye, head and expression lacking in layback of shoulder, I prefer just a little more. Smooth
from top to bottom. This puppy is balanced and clean coming
and going and on the go around.
PUPPY Dog 8-10 MONTH
1ST. WINDBORN OXFORD NEW MOON AT KRISDAN
This baby gave me goose bumps when he entered the ring.
Was just the kind of dog I was hoping for. He was conditioned and fit. His head eye and expression was all you could
ask for. Movement was right on coming and going and
around. Strong rear with a well developed second thigh. He
should be able to work in any venue that is asked of him.
BEST IN FUTURITY
2nd. THINK OF ME DESUD
Very striking baby that was more than proud to show me he
was a show dog! Smooth layback, nice mover coming and
going and around. Eyes correct with beautiful expression.
Unfortunately for him he met my Futurity winner that day. I
know his pedigree and I couldn’t have been more pleased.
3rd. WINDBORN N OXFORD TWILIGHT AT STARLINE
This puppy has a beautiful head, eye and expression. He suffered from the long drive as he needed more toning. Smooth
but still loose on the move. He is a littermate to #1. He is
finished as of this writing. The best he will look is 2-3 years
old.
4th. WINWAY FUNDOG MILLIONAIRE
This puppy was of high quality. Has a beautiful head, eye and
expression and his movement is flawless…
These 4 puppies are top quality in my opinion and they are
assets to our breed.
10-12 MONTH Puppy Dog
1st. DEKOTAN SUNDAY SERMON
This is a beautiful puppy He is in total balance and conditioned fitfully. Moved free and unrestricted. Ear, Eye, head

and expression only adds to the picture…
2nd. ABBEY’S CHIAROSCURO
Another beautiful boy. Good and balanced. His body
needs more conditioning which will make a lot of difference. A slightly different style that I might favor but a
worthy individual He should finish with ease.
3rd.SNOWHILL LONGLESSON COLD MOON
This dog will have no problem finishing. He is in total condition and fit without overload. Just a little rough over the
shoulders and not quite as smooth as #1 and #2.
4th DIVANA’S GRAND LEGACY AT HYCKS HOLLOW
Lovely outline, movement was good. Another one to
watch as he grows and matures. He will finish easily.
Another exceptional class of dogs.
All these will have no problem finishing. All 4 are examples
of correct dogs with a different style in appearance. A
PLEASURE IN MY OPINION TO SEE. Had to place, unfortunate they met each other on this day.
12-14 Dog
1st. CHARLAMAR WHERE’S MY LIMO
Head is flawless, nicely set ears, neck could use length, a
little rough over the shoulders. His topline is in the right
place and his movement didn’t let down and He won the
class with ease…
2nd. SUMMIT IRONWOOD BLAINE
Has a better neck into shoulders than #1 also his top
starts a little before the last rib giving Him the appearance
slightly off balance while standing. He did not move this
way and had nice side gait. Correct pasterns, strong powerful rear. Great tail set and length carried correctly.
3rd. SUMMIT IRONWOOD KINGSTON
Littermate to #2 my critique is the same.
4th. ANNADAR LOOK INTO MY EYES
This puppy was a little unnerved. His down and back and
go around gave me some hope and rewarded this placement
14-18 Dog
1st. RUSALKA VINTAGE TRUE TO HIS WORD
Larger in size than I would like personally, however he is
finished growing and movement was exceptional, side
gait, coming and going was up to my expectations. He will
be an asset.
2nd. WHIMSEY SWIFTSURE CORUBA GOLD
This puppy pushed hard to take the lead. His size is more
appealing to me. But didn’t have the depth of chest as #1
but everything else was correct and on this day I pointed
second.
3rd. SHAMASAN DON’T WORRY BE HAPPY
This dog was handled superbly and brought out the best
in this dog. He was as fit and conditioned as he could be
without overload. His ears are soft and have no texture.
But he is balanced and moved accordingly.
4th. ENDEAVORS PRIVATE ACCOUNT AT NYSA HILL
This puppy will finish with without a problem. Unfortunately he seemed a little worried, head, eye and ear set
was correct. His chest is a little above the elbow and his
pasterns are not as flexible as I like. He flows and moves
smoothly and would love to see him on a better day.
The Whippet News  June 2010
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6-8 Puppy BITCHES
1st. COTTONWOOD UNDER STARRY SKIES
This puppy was another stunner. The head and eye as well
as the picture itself was a masterpiece. It doesn’t get any
better than this. A baby but moved free flowing and correct.
She melted my heart and I can’t wait to see what the world
holds for her…SHE DID NOT LET HER PEDIGREE DOWN…
considered for Best in Futurity
2nd. COTTONWOOD UNDER A PALE MOON
3RD. COTTONWOOD ULTRA VIOLET
THESE 3 ARE LITTERMATES I USED THEM AS I WOULD
HAVE MY OWN.
4th. CAMELOT ELEGANT LADY OF SUMMIT
ToO bad this little Darlin met “the littermates”. Beautiful
head and neck flowed into the shoulder nicely. Lovely well let
down hocks and angulation front and rear. When her tendons
and muscles strengthen she will finish with ease.
8-10 Puppy BITCHES
1st. WINWAY MILLION HEIRESS
Shape and style, head, eye and expression were impeccable
and she moved freely and correct…
2nd. WINWAY MILLION DOLLAR MOMENT
Littermate to # 1 and #4
3rd. WINDBORN OXFORD’S BELLA SWAN AT RED CLOUD
A very nice puppy, will have no problem finishing. she was
just not as mature in her toning and conditioning as I prefer.
She moved with ease and effortless, correct flexible pasterns,
smooth from head to hock…
4th. WINWAY THANKS A MILLION
Littermate to #1 and #2
Another lovely class and I am very confident that all these
puppies will finish and they are assets to their pedigrees. I
had to place them in an order and I wish I didn’t have to.
10-12 Puppy BITCHES
1st. KIMERA’S SUNDANCER
This bitch is a littermate to the 1st. place dog. So my critique
will stand as the dog’s. They are so similar the only difference being their sex.
2nd. WILDBRIAR WHIMSICAL OF LONGLESSON
Also a lovely shapely girl, a shorter upper arm that slightly
restricts the length of the go around, was my class winner
until the very end and movement won out because of a small
detail that I feel is important.
3rd. LONGLESSON SNOWHILL TWISTED
A littermate to the 10-12 Dog. This bitch needs a little better
shoulder in my opinion. Moves nicely on the down and back
and around. Just not as free flowing as I like.
4th. DIVIANA JUNE BUG AT HYCKS HOLLOW
Littermate to the dog of the same class. My critique stands
the same as Him.
12-14 BITCHES
1st. TIVIO PAINT THE TOWN RED
This bitch is a consummate showgirl and she makes it hard to
look away. I would like a little more neck and a better tail
set…down and back and around was good and a little more
depth in chest. But she is a little girl after all.
2nd. TRU-LUVS KRYSTAL BLUE PERSUASION
14
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Her front end is set a little far forward. Topline is in the
correct place she has a tremendous length of neck. Her
head, eye and expression are wonderful. She has a lot of
front but the rear carries it. She will excel with that construction in the field and the whelping box.
3rd. Littermate to #1.She was in a false pregnancy and is
a bit larger than her sister. She will finish without a problem.
4th. KAMIO SOLAR FLARE
Her upper arm is slightly restricted and moves somewhat
stilted. But she is balanced and moves down and back
and on the go around adequately, another one to finish
without a problem.
14-18
1st. OXFORD’S SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE
Hands down with ease on her overall type, movement
and conditioning She was another clear winner…She was
considered for Best in Futurity
2nd. WAYPOINT KASHMIR
3RD. ZAFARA DESTINY’S CHILD OF BRUSHWOOD
4Th. OXFORD SUNBEAM IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT
This class and my placements reflect only minor details
from #1. All were lovely and correct…
As a breeder I am confident that my placements will go
on to become successful in all venues of our breed. Some
will do more or less, some will be great. The quality of
these puppies are a test that some are doing their homework for producing correctly moving, shapely Whippets
that will not break down and will be like fine wine. “ONLY
GETS BETTER WITH AGE”.
It was said to me by someone that I have high regard for
(Mary Dukes) that judging the Futurity was easy, just
point to the you would take home…well, I just didn’t realize it could be so many. From all that I believe thank you
for bringing me such quality.
THIS YEAR’S BEST IN FUTURITY
WINDBORN OXFORD NEW MOON AT KRISDAN
“JACOB”

WRAP Report: Dumped Dog
By Brigitte Greenberg
By all accounts, it would appear that Cody was
dumped out in the middle of nowhere on a lonely road
in Texas hill country. The man who found him in the
town of Comfort said the Whippet hung by the side of
the road for days as if he were waiting for his people to
come get him, as if they simply forgot him and would
turn around and come back.
By the time Whippet Rescue and Placement
volunteer Dianna Johnson got him, he would require
nine wire stitches for a deep hole in one of his stifles.
Something either hit him or got hold of him, but it's
hard to say what, though wild boar are known to roam
that area.

loves children, wagging and licking and is “just plain
happy” when he gets to spend time with them. Cody also
loves to ride in cars, Johnson said, so he could potentially
travel with his adopter as well.
“He's so friendly,” Johnson said. “It just breaks my
heart.”

For information on how you can adopt Cody or another
Whippet in the Rescue program, please visit the WRAP
website at www.whippet-rescue.com, where you will find a
list of Whippets who need homes. If you cannot adopt,
please consider making a donation to WRAP. Donations
may be mailed to WRAP Treasurer Jean Schroeder at
17502 S. 750 W. Wanatah, IN 46390.
Johnson's friend, D'Layne Parker, lived nearby and
picked him up but had a heart attack a day later, so
Johnson not only took in Cody, but also Parker's
Whippets, Dino and Picard, too. Parker is currently
recovering in a rehabilitation facility. Another friend of
Johnson's, Carolyn Simpson, is helping look after Cody
now.
Before coming to the conclusion that Cody had been
dumped, Johnson called every shelter and veterinary
hospital within a hundred-mile radius of where he was
found. He had no microchip, no collar. But Johnson says
it's clear someone loved the light fawn Whippet at some
point.
“He knows every obedience command you can think
of, so somebody spent a lot of time training him and
caring for him. He did not have heartworms, which
means he was on heartworm meds,” Johnson said.
Cody is at least six to nine years old, based on his
physical condition. He's missing a canine and has some
tooth wear, and Johnson believes it's because he has
separation anxiety and has chewed the bars on a crate.
“Sometimes he's fine in the crate. Other times he
starts salivating. It's not your typical SA,” Johnson said.
But for the right person, one who is home a lot and
wants the constant companionship of a dog who follows
you everywhere, Cody could be the perfect fit. Simpson
says Cody gets along very well with other dogs and

WHIPPET HEALTH FOUNDATION
Thank you to our recent donors:
Ralph and Marie Jackson, In gratitude to those
who worked so tirelessly to find "Dora the Explorer" $350.00
AWC $250.00
Greater San Diego County Whippet Association
$150.00 In Memory of Carroll and Ruby Hayhurst,
Whirlaway Whippets, from friends of Carroll,
$180.00
AWC MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION PROTOCOL

The board decided on the following procedure for membership applications. Following receipt of the application
the applicant’s name and sponsors names would be published. If letters of concern are received then they would
be: reviewed by the Board, if two or more meritorious letters are received then it would result in an automatic refusal of the applicant, as matter of courtesy the sponsors
would be informed with a copy of the proof of delivery of
the letter of notification that is sent to the applicant. The
applicant can reapply after one year providing their application is not first presented by a sponsor at an annual
meeting that falls within that one year moratorium.
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Island
New

Ch. Broadstrider’s Cheers Me Dears

Ch. Sportingfield Hot Topic x Broadstrider’s Bright Night

Fresh off her big wins in California, Island continued her roll in Tucson. She is pictured
winning Best of Winners, Best Bred By Exhibitor and AOM #2 at the National under Judge Russell
McFadden. As if this wasn’t special enough, we also accomplished our long term goal of retiring
the Stoney Meadows Challenge Trophy for Best Bred By Exhibitor at the National, having won it
previously in 1993 and 2007. Our sincere thanks to Mr. McFadden for these special honors.

Doug and Ruth Broadfoot

Magnolia, TX

www.broadstriderwhippets.com

Broadstrider Whippets
Our Past National Best Bred By Exhibitor Winners:

1993
Dallas
Ch. Broadstrider’s Gorgeous George
Sire: Ch. Hamrya’s Lucky Charm
Dam: Aymes N Raybar’s Miss Oceana
Judge: Lorraine Groshans

2007
Kansas City
Ch. Broadstrider Ocean Of Diamonds
Sire: Ch. Plumcreek Come Fly With Me
Dam: Ch. Broadstrider’s Consuelo
Judge: Claire Newcombe

Doug and Ruth Broadfoot

Magnolia, TX

www.broadstriderwhippets.com

The Eastern Specialty is "in the books" as they say
and I am just getting the results to Christine after having
a week to cool down. We had another great weekend,
however the weather was brutal - at least for me! All
three days the temperture was pushing 90 but the real
problem was very high humidity - we were all wet by 8
AM! I must say that the dogs seemed to manage better
than the people!
We had our usual Tailgate luncheon on Saturday which
must be the very best that AWC can serve. We had lots
of good food and plenty of cold drinks. Hillary Frank did
a great job of coordinating the luncheon and the worker
bees that helped put it together and serve were outstanding - I won't list them for fear of leaving someone
out but have personally thanked them via snail mail!
Charlene Stone once again organized a raffle which was
quite sucessful, the income was split between WRAP and
the Eastern Regional Trophy fund.
Before the results we would like to announce a change
in the Eastern Weekend. After many years with the Huntingdon Valley Kennel Club, the AWC Eastern Specialty is
moving. We have what we think is a great opportunity
to join the Celtic Cluster (in York, Pennsylvania in March.
This is a five show Cluster, we will be showing inside,
there will be reserved grooming spots which are free,
parking on asphalt, and a show committee which is
happy to have us and anxious to work with us. A number of AWC members showed there this past March and
were excited about the possiblity of us making this
change as they thought the venue was great. Best of all,
we are hoping for 5 sets of Majors which are surely hard
to come by in our area. More later.
Now for this years results:
Greater Philadelphia Dog Fanciers Ass’n
Specialty Sweeps had a judge change as Lew Griffitt was just
out of the hospital and unable to travel. Karen Lee, Surrey Hill,
kindly stepped in to do the honors.
AWC Eastern Specialty Sweepstakes Judge - Karen Lee entry 29
Best In Sweeps: Bright Reflection De Sud - owners: M.
Cramer & K. Armato
Best of Opposite: Whippoorwill One in Every Crowd - owners:
B. Henderson & J. Irvin
Breed Judge - Sharon Sakson (26-30 (5-7) 2 Vet Dogs, 2 Vet
Bitches)
WD - Snowcap's Sunglow of Kinvara - Gretchen Vanderford
and Diane Reimer - from 9-12 class
RWD - Whippoorwill One in Every Crowd - B. Henderson & J
Irvin - from 9-12 class
WB - Whippoorwill Gelen Catrine - owner Peg Rideout - from
the BBE class
RWB - Winway Million Heiress - D & K Davenport - from Open
BOB- Ch Starline's Chanel - L & C Lawrence and D. Bowen
Group I and BIS!
Select Bitch BW - Winners Dog
BOS- Ch Kamada's Instant Millionaire - D. and K. Davenport
Select Dog - Ch Talk of the Nation De Sud - W. Yurong, K.
Armato and J. Caballo
Select Bitch - Ch Charlamar Sashays in White Linen - Bo
Bengtson; Best Puppy- WD Best Bred By - WB

20
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AWC Eastern Specialty with Huntingdon Valley KC Judge Donna Lynch 30-31 (6-12), 4 VD, 1 VB, 1 Stud Dog, 2 BB
WD- Kamada's MC Dreamy - D & K Davenport from Bred By
RWD- Charlamar's And The Winner Is - A. Maranon from
Open
WB- Hi Tor's Perfection at Merci Isle - A. Wells & P. Fitzgerald
from Open
RWB- Rusalka What's Tht Magic - J. B. Buda from Bred By
BOB - Ch Starline's Chanel - Lawrence & Bowen Group I
Select Bitch, BW- WB
BOS- Ch Kamada's Instant Millionaire - D & K Davenport
Select Dog & Award of Merit- Ch Winborn N Oxford Twilight at
Starline - P & H Snell & L. Wilson
Select Bitch & Award of Merit - Ch Charlamar Sashays In
White Linen - Bo Bengtson
Best Puppy - Bright
Best Bred By - WD
Burlington County KC
Sweepstakes Judge Jenny Boyd entry 28
Best In Sweepstakes: Hi Tor Body By Rommy of Snow Hill owners: P Fitzgerald & S. Hughes
Best Opposite: Winway Million Heiress - owners: D & K Davenport
Regular Classes - Judge - Gail Boyd
WD - From the Top De Sud - owners: K. Armato
RWD - Hi Tor Body By Rommy of Snow Hill - owners: P. Fitzgerald & S. Hughes
Winners Bitch and Best of Winners was Ruskala Whats the
Magic Word - owner J. B. Buda.
RWB - Winway Million Heiress - owners: D & K. Davenport
BOB - Ch Starline's Chanel owner: L. Lawrence on to Group
I and BIS
BW - WB
BOS - Ch Winborn N Oxford Twilight at Starline - owners: P &
H. Snell and L. Wilson
Select Dog - CH Talk of the Nation De Sud - owners: W.
Yurong, K. Armato & J. Caballo
Select Bitch- CH Charlamar Sashays in White Linen - owner: B.
Bengtson
Best Bred By - WB Best Puppy - RWD

AWC Board of Directors
President Russ McFadden...505-753-6782 rlmcfadden@valornet.com
Vice President Connie Brunkow...217-431-8972 cbrunkow@dacc.edu
Secretary Cindy Scott…719-594-9974 brookwood22@comcast.net
Treasurer David Samuelson...651-454-4174 samuelsond@aol.com
Board Members:
Lisa Costello...815-695-1930 mtncow@earthlink.net
Henry Heil...619-445-1777 henry@maverickranch.net
Christine Hopperstad...206-322-5872 cah@gte.net
Donna Lynch...508-636-0705 ddlhamrya@aol.com
Kay Nierengarten…218-729-8003 kay@northwindcatalog.com

Ch. Charlamar Sashays In White Linen
(Ch. Bohem Just In Time, CR x Ch. Oxford’s Kamio Hope and Glory)

Izzy

Izzy has been to just five “regular” all-breed shows

Shown five specialty weekends this year, Izzy has

since she finished last October, winning BOB at four

taken Select or higher NINE times! She won four

of them with Group 1st, 3rd and 4th. She is pictured

majors towards her Grand Champion title in her last

at Los Encinos KC (2,168 dogs) in May, taking a major

four shows. We hope to show her a few more times

BOB over top Specials under judge Beverly Capstick

this summer.

(pic.) and a Group placement under Lesley Hiltz.

Owners: Bo Bengtson & Charlotte G. Lee
Breeders: Charlotte Lee & Dianne Bowen

The Bohem website has been revised and updated
with new pictures, judging photos, interviews, etc.
Go to www.bohemwhippets.com

AWC 2010 National Specialty Videos
SHIPPING NOW!
Eight GORGEOUS video DVDs.
If you pre-ordered, your videos will be arriving very soon.
If you haven't ordered your copy of the spectacular 2010 show
follow this link to get your own piece of history:
http://www.showdogvideopros.com/Whippet.html
Best Wishes to ALL!
Irvin B. Krukenkamp, MD
President, ShowDogVideoPros.com

AWC Top Twenty
January 1st to April 21st, 2010
Listed in alphabetical order

Ch. Andauer Porsche Carrera GT
Bohem Bianca Of Jubilee
Ch. Counterpoint Painted By Bohem
Ch. Cove Creek Minuette
Ch. Fanfare Milestones Silverado
Ch. Kamada’s Happy Hour
Ch. Kamada’s Instant Millioniare
Ch. Karasar’s Jackpot RN SC
Ch. Karasar’s Par Excellence
Ch. Nysa Hill Serendipity
Ch. Oxford Sunbeam Sleepless In Seattle
Ch. Runner’s Call To Arms
Ch. Sonsteby’s In A Pickle
Ch. Sporting Fields Bahama Sands
Ch. Sporting Fields Tiger Lily
Ch. Starline’s Chanel
Ch. Talk Of The Nation de Sud
Ch. Wasatch Capricious Dream Of The Ring
Windborn N Oxford Twilight At Starline
Ch. Winway Redford With A Splash

Ch. Counterpoint Painted By Bohem
(Ch. Bohem Bon Vivant x Can. Ch. Counterpoint Winning Colors)

Viggo

Top 10 WhippeT and no. 2 Male *
Thank you to the following judges for recognizing Viggo's qualities.

BOB/BOS over specials from the Puppy class

Specialty wins

Betty-Anne Stenmark, Doug Johnson, Lee Canalizo

Harriett Nash Lee (Best Puppy – AWC Lompoc)

BOB and/or Group placements
Charles Trotter, Sharon Zaker, Randy Garren, Lou
Guerrero, Randall Tincher, George Boulton (pictured),
Jeffrey Pepper, Eva Berg

Julie Holm (WD & BOW – NCWFA Del Valle)
Dorothy Macdonald (SBOS – SCWA/AKC Eukanuba)
Donna Lynch (SBOS – GSDWA Palm Springs)
Iva Kimmelman (SBOS – AWA Scottsdale)
*Through April 30, 2010, Dog News

Owner: Scott Mazer  scott.mazer@gmail.com
Co-owner: Bo Bengtson
Breeders: John Ross & Trudy Taphorn
Handler: Paul Lepiane

SELLING PUPPIES TO ASIA
Selling any puppy is a big responsibility, and exporting
one overseas is an even more difficult decision. As in all
other cases you’ve got to take into account what you know
not just about the future owner’s home situation, as far as
that can be gauged from a distance, but also what kind of
society the dog will live in. I don’t think any of us are happy
to sell a puppy to someone we don’t know, and we do our
best to check out potential puppy buyers, regardless of
where they live, but at least I (and I’m sure also many others) also feel a responsibility for future generations coming
down from the puppies we sell, and that makes it even
more difficult to predict what’s a “safe” future home for our
puppies.
I’m assuming that you, as a breeder, want to make sure
that every puppy you sell will end up in a loving, permanent
home. Some Whippets do well in a kennel situation, provided that they get enough affection, attention and exercise,
but I’m sure most of us would rather see our puppies living
as house pets, on the couch if possible.
You don’t have to look far within the U.S. to find people
who don’t feel the way we do about dogs, so no wonder
that opinions about how they should be kept vary even
more in other societies. It’s difficult not to generalize, but
although some dogs are no doubt badly looked after in
Europe, the UK, Scandinavia, South Africa, Australia and
New Zealand, at least in those parts of the world most people keep dogs the way we do in North America, so if the
prospective buyer sounds good and references check out,
chances are everything will work out well. (Some weird misunderstandings persist, though. I’ve come across a breeder
who wouldn’t send a Whippet to Sweden “because it’s so
cold over there”… and also a Swede who won’t sell a puppy
to the U.S. because “Americans don’t keep their dogs in the
house.”)
Whippets aren’t particularly popular in Latin America, and
the few people who keep them there are familiar to most
American breeders, directly and through reference. It’s Asia
that’s the main stumbling block, partly because the tradition
of keeping dogs as pets Western-style is a fairly recent phenomenon, and partly because Whippets have recently become much more popular in Japan than they were.
Conditions vary from one part of Asia to another, of
course. Hong Kong’s long tradition of British influence affects dog shows as well, and Whippets have been shown
and done well there for decades, whereas mainland China is
only now waking up to Western-style dog shows, with spectacular numbers of American champions imported in many
breeds (Golden Retrievers, Siberian Huskies, Miniature
Schnauzers). So far the Chinese appear to be completely
uninterested in Whippets, though — I haven’t seen a single
one at the shows I’ve been to. The Philippines and Singapore have small but well-established Whippet populations,
as does India: there are some dedicated fanciers, and no
doubt their dogs are well looked after, but I’ve turned down
those inquiries from these parts mainly because the standard of living, for dogs and people, is such that I’d worry
about where my dog’s offspring would end up.
Japan is the big question. There were no Whippets at all
28
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in Japan until the 1950s, and when Japan celebrated its
official acceptance in the international dog community as
a member of the FCI by hosting the World Dog Show in
1982 just one single, British-bred Whippet was shown. It
didn’t help that Japan’s amazing growth in purebred dogs
— it’s now the second-largest dog registry in the world,
after the AKC — was accompanied by a tumultous commercialism that included professional dog buyers scooping
up AKC champions by the dozens (hundreds!) in many
breeds, with the result that American sellers often had no
idea where their dogs ended up. Fortunately that seldom
affected Whippets, which were not popular and only registered in small numbers.
That appears to be changing. From what I hear there
are seldom big Whippet entries at the shows, but in the
last few years several hundred puppies have been registered annually. One has to assume that the breed is a lot
more popular as a pet than as a show dog, but the fact
that some breeders obviously raise puppies primarily for
the pet market raises some concern. I have records of all
the 371 JKC Whippet registrations for 2009, and it’s a little
frightening to find that, for instance, one single breeder
registered 82 puppies from 14 different litters — far more,
I would think, than any U.S. breeder.
Certainly many Whippets in Japan are every bit as well
looked after as most in the U.S., if not better. I know of a
couple of success stories from different breeders, including that of the one dog I have exported to Japan. He went
to a then-new Whippet fancier whom I had known for
many years in another breed and who I was convinced
would provide a great home. This dog has certainly been
even better looked after than I could have hoped for,
spoiled rotten, sleeping in bed, and being catered to in
every way. In fact, because I warned his owner to be
careful about letting him be used at stud she has hardly
let ANYONE breed to him… Other U.S. exports have been
heavily used however, and I don’t know how their breeders feel about that.
There’s nothing wrong with breeding a lot of puppies,
provided that you have adequate facilities, lots of help and
easy access to good homes for the puppies. Perhaps all
these criteria are filled, but it upsets me when I hear from
people who report of terrible conditions in a far-off country, since I can’t do anything about it. And, of course, I
don’t know how reliable those reports are either — so all I
can do is ask breeders to please check out future puppy
homes carefully, regardless of where they are. There’s no
way to guarantee the future lives of the puppies we sell,
but the more information we have, the better.
BO BENGTSON
P.S. One pretty reliable way of testing new puppy buyers
from foreign lands is to tell them if they want the puppy
they have to come pick it up. If it’s enough of a big deal
for them to do that it’s fairly safe to predict they will provide a good home… and you get to meet your future
puppy buyer into the bargain. That’s worked well for me
when exporting puppies to Holland, Belgium, Canada,
Australia, Japan, Mexico, Sweden and Colombia.
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the Bunny…...
Vitesse
Deep Powder,
WRCh,
Vitesse Deep
Powder,
WRCh,
FCh,FCh,
RNRN
Bred by Pat Burlingame
2
by Dr. Lisa Costello &
Bred byOwned
Pat Burlingame
2
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Cutherell
Owned by Dr. Lisa
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Best of Breed
AWC National
Lure Trial 2010
2nd High in
Obedience Trial
2010 AWC
Triatholon Champion
All photos by Steve Surfman

...Bringin’
Home
the Loot!

3

!MAJORS~PRIZES~FUN!
Sept 3rd - Sept 6th, 2010
Amana, IA
Majors ALL 4 days in 2007, 2008, AND 2009

***AWC SUPPORTED ENTRY***
Sept 5th, 2010
Breed Judge – Dr. John C. Shelton
(Sheridan Whippets)

Sweeps Judge– Mrs. Pat Hastings
(Hollypark Whippets / author Puppy Puzzle)
Cluster Judges
Sept 3rd, 2010 – Barbara O'Neill
Sept 4th, 2010 – Mr. Jeffrey G. Pepper
Sept 6th, 2010 – Allan E. Pepper(Alery Whippets)
Show Site - Amana Colonies RV Park (www.amanarvpark.com)
- 60-ACRE Campground and RV park
- LARGE OUTDOOR RINGS
- The heart of Iowa's HISTORIC Amana Colonies
- EXCELLENT restaurants
- ANTIQUE SHOPPING
- MINUTES off I-80 (exit 225)
Superintendent – Jack Onofrio Dog Shows, L.L.C.
Closing Date – Aug 18, 2010
More Info
– www.crka.info / www.amanacolonies.org
– Scot Northern (scot@angelicwhippets.com)
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Whippoorwill It Happens
(Ch Peperone Pissaro X Ch. Whippoorwill Peppertree Swan)

“Sugar”

is pictured winning under Swedish Judge Paul Stanton
for her first point from the nine to twelve class. Her brother
Whippoorwill Waitin On A Woman ( Brad) was RWD that day.

The following weekend Sugar went
WB/BOS to her brother
Whippoorwill One In Every Crowd
under Hound authority
Dr. Edna Martin
Sugar is always shown by her breeders

Breeder/Owner
Barbara L. Henderson VMD
301-490-6598
whippoorwill01@verizon.net

Co- Breeder/Owner
Juanita Irvin

To the Editor of the Whippet News and
the Membership of the AWC
A little story about my experiences as the Chairperson of the
AWC National Lure Coursing event in Tucson, Arizona 2010. I rst
of all want to thank ALL the members of the Northern California
Whippet Fanciers Association who volunteered to help, without me
even having to ask. It makes me very proud to be the President of
our club with members such as: Kelly Livingston, Guin Borstel, Denise Stokowski, Ed & Mary Jean Odron, Don McGuire, Jean Balint,
Todd & Donna Wilhoyte and my wing man Russell Kunkel who
drove down with me and ew home the day after the event
ended. I humbly and with great pride say Thank You!
Thanks as well to our Lure Operator, Mike Slater, for your hard
work. Much appreciation to our judges: Jan Swayze-Curry, Linda
Scanlon and our QC/JC judge Tari Parish for doing a ne job. I also
want to Thank a few of the locals: Steven Kline and Sandy Wolf,
Steve for helping us get the equipment off the eld and Sandy for
helping ll the damn gopher holes with over 8 cubic yards of
dirt! Others helped as well and though unnamed are not unappreciated.
I’d also like to thank a new found friend from the far north
(Alaska) Hugh Snell for volunteering at 5am to help load and deliver equipment to the eld. O’dark hundred is a hard to time to
nd good help. And then he came back at 2 in the afternoon AFTER running his dog in Agility, to help bring the equipment back to
the hotel. With members like these, the AWC will continue to go
places. Thank You.
On to my story....
It all began when Rhonda Gifford asked me to be Lure Coursing
Chair for this years National. At rst I said “ No Way! Seriously,
you really want me to do this?” Rhonda said: “You’ve run a lot of
AKC events in Northern California, so why don’t you do the National? It’s a great opportunity to give back to the breed.” With a
hint of reluctance, I said: “Ok”. There are a lot of things the Lure
Coursing Secretary and Chair have to be concerned with: size of
the eld, dog safety, gopher holes, goal posts, bathrooms, access
to water, RV parking, etc. What was really unique about this event
was that it was the rst time the AWC has ever hosted an AKC
Lure Coursing Trial to my knowledge. And leading up to that decision there was much controversy. So the decision was made by
Kelly Livingston and me to make sure that any dog that wanted to
run had an opportunity to qualify to enter this event under the
latest AKC rules and regs. Which meant we had to have JC and
QC tests the day before. Originally we were planning to have
straight racing on that day as well, but entries were too low to hold
the racing event. I was saddened by this development, but the
Trial must go on.
Three days prior to the JC/QC event, Russell, my handy sidekick,
who is actually quite new to the breed (he’s only owned Whippets
for ~ 4 years), has really gotten hooked on lure coursing and (silly
mortal) he volunteered to help.
It all started at 10 pm on Wednesday night when we drove to
Peoria, AZ from Oakland, CA....a simple 14 1/2 hour jaunt to
pick up ribbons for the event and then from there to Tucson another hour and a half south. It’s Thursday by now. On the way, we
stopped at the eld. Of course by this time Russell was ready to
strangle me and happened to mention I was a slave driver
(jokingly I hope). I wanted to look at the eld because of concerned emails that mentioned new gopher holes. Which turned
out to be important information and I’m glad we checked it out
in spite of our exhaustion. Next Russell and I took our Beverly
Hillbilly mobile (my truck) to the hotel to do the grueling job
of unloading the truck.
Friday: before preparing the eld, Russell and I took the
RV chairperson to Walmart to pick up a few things to help with
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parking the RVs at the National. Also we picked up a few odds
and ends for the lure course. In addition we had to pick up
snow fencing and hay bales so we could protect the dogs from
running into the goal posts/light poles by accident. We met the
park representative, as they would say in Arizona, at “high
noon” to discuss how to resolve the problem of the gopher
town and its residents that were right where the dogs were
going to be running the next day. If any of you have seen the
movie Caddy Shack, I had images of Bill Murray blowing up the
soccer eld to get rid of the pesky critters, “Ha Ha”. Luckily the
County had two great employees who stayed over on their own
time to help us ll the gopher holes with their Gator. Plus Russell and I also shoveled well over 8 cubic yards of dirt to ll
the holes on that eld, along with local helper Sandy Wolf.
Saturday:
The QCs and the JCs. Very successful event although we
only had ten entrants. Russell and I had to get up at 5 am and
make two trips to the eld, rst to unload the hay and then to
deliver the equipment so we could then set up the eld. Coffee
and Circle K were our friends that morning (afternoon and evening) *smile*.
Sunday:
The big day at last! Again Hugh Snell helped us, rst by
waking up at 5 am, offering to help us take equipment to the
eld, saving us that second trip. Thank Goodness for people
with insomnia :) That was sooo cool! After arriving at the eld it
was a race to get set up and then direct trafc so the masses
knew where the start was and where they should park and/or
set up their canopies and equipment. Then we had to set up
canopies for the score keepers, judges and the paddock along
with setting up the course.
Russell my right-hand man was an integral part of that. But
don’t let me forget to tell you that the ladies were running the
show. The NCWFA’s Goddesses of Paperwork: Secretary —
Kelly Livingston, Clerks — Guin Borstel, Mary Jean Odron,
Denise Stokowski and Donna Wilhoyte. I’ve learned through
working with them, so much about Lure Coursing and when to
stay out of their way !
While they were organizing, the rest of us mere mortals:
Russell Kunkel, Don McGuire, Ed Odron, and “the voice” Todd
Wilhoyte and I were working on the eld. Of course the pressure is on when you look up and see the head AKC Lure Coursing Rep., Bob Mason climb out of a rental car!! I had a sneaking suspicion that he would be there, due to the fact that this
was the rst AKC Lure Coursing event held by the AWC. A couple of hours later Bob was so pleased at what he’d seen that
he’d relaxed, and I observed him teaching people different
ways to tie knots to attach bags to the lure line, as well as joking around with the judges.
Russell and I had a little foot race of our own on Sunday.
Bad idea! We both pulled up lame and had to scratch LOL!!
But I still think I won on follow and speed. I have now retired
from racing due to this injury.
All in all, I think the event was a huge success. I again want
to thank all the people who helped make it happen. Most importantly we do this for the dogs and they were all ecstatic and
tired at the end of the day. Of course I left Arizona looking
like the Beverly Hillbilllies just like I started...driving into the
sunset singing: “Calafornya here I come, right back where I
started from.....”
Well Rhonda, it was quite the experience *smile*, I think I’ve
nally recovered enough to say thank you for the opportunity,
and for being a friend.
Sincerely yours,
Brad Briscoe

New Champion Hand’s Sundance
“Danny”
Sire: Ch. Hand’s Lehi Gold Rush, SC ex Hand’s Honey Maple

Danny went Winners Dog, Best of Winners & Best of Opposite under Paula Hartinger for
a three point major finishing his championship on May 14th, 2010.
We would like to thank the following judges for recognizing the fine qualities in this boy:
Patricia Trotter 2 pts, Barbara Alderman 2pts, Lester Mapes 1 pt, KeKe Kahn 1 pt, Muriel
Purkhiser 2 pts & 4 pt major, Roberta Campbell 1 pt and Paula Hartinger 3 pts to finish
Breeders Owners
Hand Whippets
Marie & George Hand
Raleigh, NC 27613
919 596-1940

June 2010 AKC Obedience Report
By Irene Mullauer, National Obedience Chairperson
Rally rankings 1/1/10 thru 04/30/10

Class
Adv A
1
2
3
4
4
Adv B
1
2
3
4
5
5
Exc A
1
2
Exc B
1
2
3
Nov A
1
2
3
4
Nov B
1
1
2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

RAE
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10
11
12
13
14

Dog Name

Owner

Average

Qualifying
Scores

94
86.5
85.5
77
77

1
2
2
1
1

98
92.67
81.33
80.5
78
78

1
3
3
2
1
3

Agstone Fonseca Cosacos
Belaya Silver Thistle
Tcs Zoomerang
Galewind’s Life Of Reilly
Warburton Heart Of The Story

C Stone/B Lowans
C Gillies
A McNiven
N Anderson/W Brizius
P Renzulli/L Solano

Wolfram’s Mitzi The Celebrity
Wheatland Talltree
Wildaspen’s Letz Do Th’ Wild Thang
Amberwind Nasusa Wicked Moon
Karasar’s Jackpot
Dreams Charm Me

K Couch
L Hayes/S Hayes
H Badgett/T Brumbaugh
S Holley/S Mallonee
G Ball/K Kuper
P Younger

Snow Hill Soul Unsigned
Shannon Down Blazing Star

S Lane/S Hughes
J Phillips

91
72

2
1

Alouette Rdrunner Mucho Dinero
Dreams Charm Me
Wheatland Talltree

E Adler
P Younger
L Hayes/S Hayes

94.75
90
89.5

4
3
2

Quixand Perstriatus
Delcielo Solar Star
Majestic Jazz
Onyxx Dream Weaver

L Statler/R Statler
M Lu/R Lattuga
S Heath/C Heath
O Kowalsky/M Wills/L Weller

99
88
82.67
78

1
1
3
1

Wegner’s On The Sly

C Austin/U James
T Lubbers/A Lubbers/J
Lubbers
G Ball/K Kuper
K Harwood
J Thomas
L Costello/M Cutherell
H Badgett/T Brumbaugh
K Hilfiker
C Gillies
K Lee/K Fredericks/L Anichini
J Pond

98

1

98
97
97
96
95.33
94
91.5
91
88
87.5

3
1
1
1
3
1
2
2
2
2

J Thomas
C Ellis
S Orman/L Orman
M Hermon/D Seiler
J Hopfenbeck
S Holley/S Mallonee

85.33
84
74
72
70
85

3
2
1
1
1
2

Anlan’s Sierra Mist
Karasar’s Jackpot
Atelier Moment In Time
Watch Me It’s Tough To Be A Goddess
Vitesse Deep Powder
Shaglan Wildaspen Eastr Magic
Summit Start Me Up
Amherst Woods I Have A Dream
Surrey Hill’s Ripon Jewel
Jens Lil Miss Sunshine
Watch Me O’Continental Light Of
Cottonwood
Belaya Sweet William
Bravado’s Jeronimo
Cove Creek Barcelona Nights
Abbey Boston Belle
Amberwind Nasusa Wicked Moon
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Obedience Ranking 1/1/10 thru 4/30/10

Class
Grad
Nov
Nov A

Nov B

Opn A

Average

184

Dog Name

Owner

Qualifying
Scores

Maverick Cowgirl Chic

R Amado/H Heil

1

195
180.5
179.75

Waldersee’s Sydney Alan
Kenya Of Windyglen
Abbey Boston Belle

L Corsini-Hebert
K Livingston
J Hopfenbeck

2
1
2

188.5
185.25
185
184.5

Wegner’s On The Sly
Wyatt Of Dodge City
Watch Me Will Wonders Never Cease
Vitesse Deep Powder

2
2
2
1

182
181.5
180
178.5
177.83
175.5
170

Anlan’s Sierra Mist
Snowcaps Solari Quick Step
Agstone Whippoorwill Isabel
Watch Me Our Bright Light Of Runners
Wolfram’s Mitzi The Celebrity
Endeavor’s Challenge The Wind
Kamada Two Thumbs Up

C Austin/U James
d heffernan/J Heffernan
J Thomas/J Williams
L Costello/M Cutherell
T Lubbers/A Lubbers/J
Lubbers
D REIMER/S Couzin
A Andrews
J Lambertsen
K Couch
D Noble
W Tracy/M Tracy

2
1
1
1
3
1
1

187.5
182.75
178.25

Hasue Here Comes Trouble
Aaa Spike El Kandahar
Alouette Rdrunner Mucho Dinero

S Mullins
L Hayes/S Hayes
E Adler

1
2
2

The above Rankings are compiled from the AKC Awards Publication. Please forward any questions to me at
mull4291@yahoo.com.
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AWC Performance Directors Report

AWC National Specialty Performance report
June 2010

This year we celebrated the AWC national in the beautiful sunshine of Arizona. Although this national was small
in comparison to last year, we had a dedicated group for the performance events and the laid back schedule was
welcome to all. I would like to thank those who made this national work for all who had a chance to participate:
Brad Briscoe and Kellee Livingston (and the Northern Cal Whippet group) for a fantastic lure trial, Irene Mullauer and Rachel Amado in Obedience and Rally, Sami Hirko and Carol Chittum in Agility, Todd Miller for the triathlon and John Heffernan for Versatility...without all of you we would not have the quality events we do.

AWC National Specialty ASFA Lure Trial

We had a very dedicated crew for this years AKC lure trial and were able to complete the event before we all
evaporated under the hot desert sun. Held at Dan Felix park in Tucson on Sunday, April 18th, we had an entry of
48 total dogs, 39 Open, 4 Specials and 5 Veterans running under experienced sighthound judges Linda Scanlon
and Jan Swayze-Curry. A huge thanks goes out to the Northern California Whippet Fanciers Association for
their hard work at putting on this trial and keeping it running.
There were some excellent runs throughout the day, but in the end it came down to a blue streak for the eventual Best of Breed winner. “Marmot”, (Vitesse Deep Powder, WRCh, FCh, CGC) came out strong in the prelims
with powerful speed and follow and outlasted a solid challenge by Oprah (Tru-Luv Wyndancer Oprah Winforme,
LCM2, SC) in the final breed run to capture the top honor. Here are the placements and Stake winners:

Open Stake A
1. 149 Marmot
2. 147 Mojo
3. 146 Jonny
4. 145 Zeus
5. 144 Penny
Open Stake B
1. 147 Zane
2. 147 X.T.C.
3. 146 Draco
4. 146 Mark
5. 145 Claire

Vitesse Deep Powder, O: L. Costello & M. Cutherell
Nouveau's Hoodoo Mojo, O: H. Nichols
Jonny Be Good, O: R. Bailey
Ch. Amberwind Hamrya One Hot Pepper, O: S. Mallonee
Shantellie's Pardon Me Angel, O: P. Campbell
Travlin’ Just By A Hare, O: K. Eckerd
TnT's Black Ice, O: D. Richards
Amberwind Hamrya Dragons Claw, O: E. Campbell
Tru-Luv's Marquee Mark, O: L. Rice
Elain-Ward's Clairvoyant, O: R. Bailey

Field Champion Stake
1. 149 Oprah FC Tru-Luv's Wyndancer Oprah Winforme, O: L. Rice/M. Titus/S. King
2. 147 Spirit
FC Cali N TnT’s Spirit of the Wild, O: D. McNamer
3. 144 Jose
DC TnT's Ima Tequila Sunrise, O: D. Richards
4. 142 Haley
FC Adagio Jilzan Winter Wonderland, O: S. Wolf
Veteran Stake
1. 144 Missy
2. 144 Flurry
3. 142 Allie
4. 140 Becky
5. 134 Tucker

FC Windyglens Petals of Rose, O: A. Billups
FC Bob N's Summer Snow Flurry, O: A. Billups
Wildfire Aldebaran, O: S. Stephens
Woodsmoke I Beg Your Pardon, O: P. Campbell
Ch. Bohem Resounding Highjinks, O: C. Gredys

Surfman

2010 Best of Breed
AWC National Specialty Lure Trial

“Marmot”
Vitesse Deep Powder,
WRCh, FCh, CGC

Bred by Patrick Burlingame
Owned by Dr. Lisa Costello & Mary Cutherell

AWC Obedience and Rally Results
The day following the lure trial we were back in the ballroom for Obedience with a familiar face; our coursing
judge from the previous day, Linda Scanlon! It was a nice, relaxed trial with one brave advanced little whippet,
“Flair”, (Maverick Cowgirl Chic, CDX) shown by Rachel Amado. Flair qualified in Graduate Open (184.5) and
had a stellar performance in Open B until the very end of the long sit exercise. You could hear an audible groan
when she finally lied down with seconds to to. We had 6 brave participants in Novice A (unfortunately none
qualified) and in Novice B we had our High in Trial and 2nd High in Trial winners. “Ian”, Watch Me Will Wonders Never Cease, RAE, heeled his way to victory with a 190.5 and gave owner Judith Thomas a thrill by winning High in Trial and High Scoring Veteran. Marmot (BOB from the coursing trial and owned by Lisa Costello)
was 2nd High in Trial and also won the newly made Jersey Rag Racers Challenge Trophy for the highest scoring
dog also entered and shown in conformation. Congratulations to all the winners and qualifiers in our obedience trial.

Novice A (6 entered, no qualifiers)

Novice Class B (6 entered, 1 NQ)
1. 190.5
Watch Me Will Wonders Never Cease, RAE
Thomas/Lambertsen
2. 184.5
Vitesse Deep Powder, WRCh, FCh, CGC
Costello/Cutherell
3. 181.5
Snowcap Solari Quickstep
Couzin
4. 178.5
Watch Me Our Bright Light of Runners
Lambertsen
Open B (1entered, 1NQ)

Graduate Open Class
1. 184.5
Maverick Cowgirl Chic, CDX

Amado

Highest Scoring Whippet: Watch Me Will Wonders Never Cease
Second Highest Scoring Whippet: Vitesse Deep Powder
Jersey Rag Racers Award Winner: Vitesse Deep Powder

2010 High In Trial
AWC National Specialty Obedience Trial

“Ian”
Watch Me Will Wonders Never Cease, RAE
Owned by Judith F. Thomas and Jeanne Lambertsen
Bred by Jeanne Thomas Williams and Leslie Vasquez

Surfman
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Rally Results
Rally Novice A (4 entered, 1NQ)
1. 88
DelCielo Solar Star, SC
2. 78
Onyxx Dream Weaver
3. 78
Majestic Jazz

Lu/Lattuga
Kowalsky/Wills/Weller
Heath/Heath

Rally Novice B (5 entered)
1. 96
Watch Me It’s Tough to be a Goddess
Thomas
2. 91
Summit Start Me Up, JC
Hilfiker
3. 90
Watch Me O’Continental Light of Cottonwood, Williams/Vincent
4. 88
Vitesse Deep Powder
Costello/Cutherell
Rally Advanced A
1. 77
Warburton Heart of the Story, RN, JC Renzulli/Solano

AWC Agility Trial Results

Surfman

Surfman

Eight whippets and their owners braved the Arizona heat and sun for the AWC National agility trial. In following with the
past few years, this trial was held within one of the 2 all-breed trials the weekend preceding national week. Judges were
Bob Long for Standard and Alan Arthur (Stargazer whippets) for Jumpers. Here are your qualifiers:
Judge Bob Long: Standard

Novice B Standard
1. 100
Bright Sky One Wild Ride
2. 95
Warburton Heart of The Story
Novice Preferred Standard 16”
1. 100
Kokopelli's Kachina Doll
Judge Alan Arthur: Jumpers With Weaves
JWW Excellent B 24”
1. 100 FC Onyxx Gone With The Wind

JWW Open 20”
1. 89
Warburton Heart of The Story

Surfman

JWW Novice A 20”
1. 92
Mimbre’s First Star I See Tonight
JWW Novice B 20”
1. 95
Bright Sky One Wild Ride
2. 94
Quixands Desert Willow
JWW Novice 16”
1. 100
Kokopelli's Kachina Doll

Surfman
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AWC Versatility Competition
This year the Versatility competition had a lone participant. A huge congratulations to Karen Hilfiker
and her dog, Destry (Summit Start Me Up, JC) as novice competitors!! Over the first three days this team
competed in lure coursing, conformation, agility, and
ended the event on Tuesday with Rally. Even though
this was their first time at an AWC national, Karen
and Destry jumped in with vigor, competing in both
the Triathlon and Versatility and they did a wonderful
job.
2010 Versatility Champion

“Destry”
Summit Start Me Up, JC

Bred by Susan and Russell Vernon
Owned by Karen Hilfiker
(photo by Surfman)

Surfman

AWC Triathlon Competition
He never looked back after the first day of the Triathlon. In a strong performance, Marmot (Vitesse Deep Powder,
WRCh, FCh, CGC) started the national by winning the field trial from the Open Stake on Sunday and tied for the top
score of the day. On Monday he was 2nd High in Trial in obedience from Novice B and finished up the event with a
2nd placement in triathlon conformation earning him the title of Triathlon Champion. His winning overall score of
406.5 points was a smoking 72 points ahead of the rest of the field.

While this was his first triathlon and first time showing in obedience, it was familiar territory for his owner and
handler, Dr. Lisa Costello. This will be the third time she has won the triathlon, taking top honors in 2002 with
Wyatt, Ch. Fantasy’s Divine Decadence, CD, LCM2, NA, NAJ, RA, SC, CGC, CAVX and in 2007 with his son, Dutch, Ch.
Wildhare Cowboy Cadillac, CD, FCh, CRX2, RN, OTRM, DPC, CGC, CAV. She was extremely pleased with Marmot’s
effort over the 3 day affair and knew he was ready for it when he woke her at 4:30 the day of the field trial by dropping a tennis ball on her head.
Congratulations to all who put in the effort and hours of
training and conditioning to get their dogs ready for this
challenging event. Here is the breakdown for your 4 finishers:
Name

Marmot
Connie
Destry
Bruce

Coursing

149
140
144
143

Conf.

73
81
73
71

Obed.

184.5
113.5
107.5
21.5

Overall
Score
406.5
334.5
324.5
235.5

2010 Triathlon Champion

“Marmot”
Vitesse Deep Powder, WRCh, FCh, CGC
Owned by Lisa Costello and Mary Cutherell
Bred by Patrick Burlingame
(photo by Surfman)

Surfman
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